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Fordword

,A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view of science and 'of the. natural world.°Dhring these years
moSt youngsters become =more adept- at' i.MIcing conceptually. Since

4.

concepts are,at the heart of seience, this is- the age-at which most stu-
dents first gain the abilitk to study' science in a really organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for ar against scivkce as an,interest or a
vocatico is_often made. -

Paradoxically, the students' at this critical age have been the ones
least affected by the_ recent effort to produce new science instructional
materials. Despite a number of commendable _efforts .to improve the
situation, the middle years stand today as a comparatively wealelink-in
science education between the rapidly changing elementary curriculum
and the recently revitalized high school, science courses. This volume
and its accompanying materials 'represent one attempt to provide a

S.

_
sound approach to,inotructitan for this relatively uncharted level. . ..

At the outset die organizers of the I7SCS Projeet decided, that it .
would be shortsighted and unwise to try to fill the gap in middle .,. -....

school science education by simply writing another textbook. We chose
'instead to challenge some of the most firmly established concepts . .,

about how to teach and just what science material can and shou0 be .

taught to adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrUst what
authoritieS believe about schools, teachers, children, and teaching until

i we have had the chance co tdt these assumptions in actual classrooms )

With real children..As conicts have arisen, pu,r policy has been to rely,

more upon what we saw happening in the schools than upon what
. authorities said could or would happenAIt is largely because of this

policy that the ISCS materials represent a substantial departure from
the norm.' i. ,.

The primary difference between the ISCS program and mo[e, con- .o

ventional approaches is the fact that it allows each student to travel

\
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at his own pace. and4it permits the scope and setjuencc of instruction
ta vary with his interots, abilities, and background. The ISCS writCfs
have systematically tried to give (he student more of a role in deciding
what he should study next and how'soon he should study it. When the
materials re used as intended. the ISCS reacher serves more as a'
"task easer" than a "task master.' It is his job to help the student
answer the questions, that arise from his own study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to krkow.

Thereiis nothing radically new in.the ISCS approach to instruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the
need to person&ize education. ISCS has tried to do something more
than pay lip service to this goal. ISCS' major contribution has been to
design a system whereby an average teacher, operating-under normal

,ccmstraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary children, can in-
deed giVe maximum attention to each student's progress.

The development of the ISCS material has been a group effort from
the outset. It began ill I962, when outstanding educators met to decide
what might be done to improve middle-grade science teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative
plan for a set of instructional materials by a small 'group of Florida
State University faculty members. Small-scale writing sessions con-
ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum-materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during the 1965-66 school year. All this preliminary work was sup-
ported by funds generously provided by The Florida State University.

In June of 1966, financial support was provided by the United States
Office of Education, and the preliminary effort was formalized into
the ISCS Project. Later, the National Science Foundation made sev-
eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort.
I The, first draft- of these materialsr was produced in 1968, during .a
summer writing conference. The conferes were scientists, science
educators, and junior high school teachers drawn from all over the h

United States. The original materials have been revised three times
prior to their publication in this. Niolume. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, and mo# than 180,000 children, in 46
states, have been involved in their fierd testing.

We sincerely hope that tile teachers and students who will use this
material will-find that the great amount of time, money,*tnd effort
that has gone into its development has been worthwhile.

NV.

Tallahassee, Fibrida
February 1972 .t

The Directors
INTERMEDIATE 'SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY
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Notes to the-Student 1

-

fk .
w w

The word science means a lot of things. All of the meanings are "right,"
but wile are complete. Science is many things and is hard to de-
scribe in a few words.

We wrote this book to help you understand what science is and what
scientists do. We have chosen -to show you these things instead of
describing them with words. The book describes a series of things for
you to do and think about. We hope that what you do will help you
learn a good deal about nature and that you will get a feel for how
kientists tackle problems.

How is this book different frpm other textbooks?

This book is probably not like your other textbooks. To make any
.§Fnse out of it, you must work with objects and.substknces. You should
do the things described, think about them, and then answer any ques-
.tions asked. Bc sure you answer each question as 'you comeyit.

The questions in the book arevery important. They are asked for
\ three reasons.:

I. To help you to think through what you see and do..,-,
2. To lefyou know whether or not you understand what you've done.
3. To give you a record of what you liave done so that you can

use it for review.

. . Hbw will your clasg be organized? 4

1
,

Your kience class will probgbly be quite different from your other . .

classes. This book WW1 let you start work with lesi help than usual

. from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where.you left
off the, day before. Any equipment and supplies needed will Ix wait-

WO ing for you. a ..

44.
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'7

Your teacher will not read to you.or tell you the thiugs that you are,

to learn. Instead, he will help you and your classmates individually..

Try to work ahead on your own. If you have trouble, first try to
solve the problerri for yourself Don't ask your teacher -for help,until,

you really need it_ Do not expect him `to give you the answers tO the

questions in the hook. Your teacher wiIl try to help you find vThere

and how you went wrong, but he wig not do your work for.you.

After a few days, some of your classmates will be ahead of you and

others will not be as far along. This is the way the course is.supposed

to work. Remember, though, that there will be no prizes for finishing

&St. Work at whatever _speed is beSt for you. But be sure yip under-

stand what you have done before mbving on.
Ixcursions are mentioned at several places. These special activities

are found at,the back of the book. You may stop and do any excursion

that looks interesting 'or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-

cursions will help you do some of the aetivities in this book.) Some-

times, your teactw may ask you to do an excurion.

What am I expected to learn?

During the year, you will work very much as a scientist does. You

should learn a lot of worthwhile information. More important, we

hope tliat yott will learn .how to ask and answer questions about

nature. Keep in mind that learning how to find answers to questions is

just as valuable as learning the answers themselves.
Keep the big picture in mind, too. each chapter builds 'on ideas

already dealt with. These ideas add up .to some of the, simple but

powerful concepts that are so important in science. If you are 'given. a

Student Record Book, do all your writing in it. Do not write in this

book Use your Record Book for making graplis; tables, and diagrams,

t00.
From time to time you may _notice that your classmates have not

always given-ihe same ansvfers that you did. This is no cause 'for

worry. There are many right answers to some of the questions. And

in some cases you may not be able to answer the questions. As a

matter of fact, no.One knows the answers to some of them. This may

seem- disapponiting to you.at first, but you will soon realize that there

is much that Science does not kno . In this course, you Aria learn

some of the thingwve don't know well as what is known. Good luck!
H

- .1. .t.`

t.
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The Message of SuriliOht Chap ter I

Space probes have photographed the surface of Mars and

of the moon. The Mariner space probes actually sampled

the atmosphere of Mars, while the Surveyor space piabes

sample the soil of the moon. Now men have walked on the

moon's surface and brought back rock samples and detailed

photographs. It may Surprise you to learn that these develop-

ments have led to few unexpected resultss Most of the infor-

mation collected supported what astronomers already be-

lieved. How did astronomers get such accurate information

about objects like the stars, the moon, and the planets without

actually going to them? This is the question you will tackle

in this unit.
Since you are in school during the day, a good place to

start is to study the sun and measure some of its charac-

teristics. Same of the questions about it that you should try

to answer include these:

1. What is the sun made of?
2. How much energy doesthe sun give off?

3. How can the distance to the sun be measured?

4. How large is the sun?
5. How can the motion of the sun be described?

You may think you can answer some of these questions

already. Perhaps, for example. you've read somewhere how
,

far it is to the sun. But rementher, you should also learn

how measurements of the sun are made. Finding out,will

call for much more thought than simply looking up a number

in a book. Once you ' now how to find such answers, you

will be able to invdsti te celestial objects on your own.

T1.1' 1,

;
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2 CHAPTER 1

c,11,

Getting started

Although you may iht realize it, the sun is constantly
sending you information about itself. Unfortunately, you
can't read the information like a newspaper. Th.e information
is in the form of light. Figuring out what it tells you. about
the sun is rather like cracking a code.

One of the wAys to read sunlight is to observe how it
behaves when it passes through certain materials. You've
probably seen an example of this after a rainstorm. Light

"passing through droplets of rain at a certain angle is broken
up into a-series of colors. Most people call the result a rain-
boW. Scientists call it a spectrum.

tv.

.te.tr-t
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Begin your study ot tlw sun by looking carefully at the
spectrum funned when its light passes throUgh a device called

a spectroscope. Before you start, however, here is an irupor-

tant warning_

ely No t : Never look di) ect I y at t he :-;un t ough any
inst ument. ot with you) una ided eye. This can (.0,iise it}w.;

damage to you) eyes.

Pick up a spectroscope from the supply area. Be careful
not to touch the plastic disk in the eyepiece. The oil from
your skin can soil the disk and ruin the spectroscope.

ACTIVITY 1-1. Lay a sheet of white paper in a patch of direct

sunlight. (This safe way to observe sunlight without look-

ing directly at tge sun.) Point the slit end of the spectroscope
toward the,paper with the slit pointing up and down. Hold the

eyepiece snugly against your eye.

Sunlight
..\

Hold like this, N,

. i : ,N'
NN

N
not this. NN.

/ NI

1-ipactrosoope

Slit end

ACTIVITY 1.2. As you look through the spectroscope, look
to the side of the tube until you see a rainbow (spectrum)
clearly. Turn the eyepiece without turning the slit until the
spectrum is as wide as you can make it.

S.

.

ZP(1- fftarik
01-1. List, in the order you see them, as many colors of

Spectrum TurnIll"Keep steady

141111674.1
the spectrum of sunlight as you can. If you look sharply,
you should be able to see sevexal. 3

`

'

.7. - .

1 6

t
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.0111 pare vow list of colors with the sped Iti ill photog,raph

in Figure I-1.

)1-2. flow do the.nnmher and order of your list of colors
compare with those in the photograph (Figure I-I)?

bilA,z_

AVVAVSk(

r

Figgre 1-1 .

If the photograph looks different from the spectrum you
saw in the spectroscope, try the sexperiment again. If you
still have trouble, ask your teacher or a classmate for help.

ACTIVITY 13. Remove the eyepiece and the slit end from the
spectrolope. Experimeni with them until you can answer
questio 1-3.

Eyepiece

Plastic disk Slit

4 CHAPTER I

Li 1-3. Which causes the spectrum to appear, the plastic disk
or the slit? How do you know?

The plastic disk is called a diffraction grating. Thousands
of tiny parallel lines have been marked on it. These lines
cause the light to spread oufinto the color spectrum you've
seen. This kind of' spectrum is called a continuous spectrum
because one color continue's right into the next.

Using the spectroscope

Earlier, it was said that sunlight carries information about
the sun. Now you've seen that sunlight can be spread out
intO a spectrum. Can the spectrum from sunlight tell you



s

something about the nature of the sun? Is the sun like other
sources of light? Perhaps the spectroscope can help you find
out.

Somewhere in your classroom your teacher has set up a
glowing light bulb. Carry your spectroscolie to this area and

_use it to look carefully al the light from the bulb.

EJ1-4. In the space provided in your RecOrd Book, list the
colors in the order you see them in the spectrum produced
by the bulb. If you find any differences between this spectrum
and the one.produced by sunlight, list them. Look especially
for differences in how strongly certain colors show up and
for any bright or dark lines_

014. Next, use your spectroscope to examine the light from
a fluorescent tube. Onceagain, list ..the colors in the spectrum

tin the order you see them. Also, describe any differences
between the spectrum from the fluorescent tube and the
spectrum formed by sunlight.

If you made careful observations-, you shoUld have noticed
some bright lines in the.fluorescent-tube spectrum ttiat you
didn't see either in tbe sun's spectrum or in the spectrum
from the light bulb. Also, some of thecolorl may have shown
up more clearly in one spectrum than another. What do jhese
differences mean?

To find oilt, yoCell need to work with a partner. You Will
bc using the spec_troscope to look at the light given off from
heated substances. Therefore, you will need to work in semi-
darluiess. If a part of your room cannot be darkened,,then
rig your own work space as shown in-Activity 1-4.

String

'
./ k.'"

Ns.

ACTIVITY 1-4. Set up two pegboard backs as shown. Put
another piece of pegboard or other nonbnable shield across
the top of the pegboards to glve more shade. i ER 1

IM
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Now get the following materials-erorn the supply area:

3 pieces of nichrome wire, each 10 cm long
1 alcohol burner

3 petri dishes
1 spectroscope
1 small container of water
I eyedropper
3 pieces of masking 'tape, each 3 cm long
Lithium chloride crystals
Strontium Chloride crystals
Sodium chloride crystals

ACTIVITY 1-5: Pull 1 cm of the wick out of the aicohol burner.
A well.trimMed wick should not be black at the end. Light
the burner tand look at the spectrum of the flame. (It's likely
to be very faint.)

Label Li

E11-8. Compare ihe spectrum of the alcohol lantp with the
spectrum of sunlight that you looked at earliei.

[]1-7. Did you see illyblight lines in the spectrum of the
alcohol lamp?
If so, what colors were they?

ACTIVITY 141; Mix the crystals of lithium chloride with idrops
-of water in a petri dish labeled "Li" (lithium). Make a small
Loop In one end of a nichrome wire and attach a small piece
of masking tape, also labeled "Li."

9

a.

-t-

141:,
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ACTIVITY 1-7. Dip the loop of nichrome wire into the littrit4fn

chloride solution. While your partner looks the spectriim

of the alcohol flame, put the looli into the flame. Do not touch

the wick with the loop. Tiy not to get any chemicals oA the

wick. e turns looking at the spectrum.

Don't touch
wick with
Wire.

0

014. In th space provided in your Record Book, show

the position o any bright lines you saw in The spectrum,

Compare your with the lithium?spectrum shown in

Figure 1-2.

ACTIVITY 1-8. Using a clean dish and a clean wire, repeat

Activities 1-6 and 1-7, using strontium chloride crystals. Label

the dish and wire "Sr." Again, do not get any of the chemical

on the wick.

, Figure 1-2
0 0
0 0

0 0

0

0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 A 0

0

a

01-9. In the space provided in your Re-cord Book, sketch

any 'bright lines you sawi in the strontium spectrum. Then

compare your sketch with the Sr Spectrum -in Figure 1-3.

?No

ACTIVITY 1-9. With a third clean dish and clean wtre, repeat

Activities 1-6 and 1-7, using sodium chictrlde (label "Na").

01-10. Sketch any bright lines you saw in the sodium spec-

trum. Then compare. your sketch witli the Na spectrum
shown in Figure 1,-4.

. -;:j

4 0

Figure 1-4

CHAPTER 1 7
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The spectrum of aii element homed in a fairly colorless

flame is just a I-o.v bright lines. Tins type Of specti urn is called

a bright-line spectrum. Each element produces a definite set

of bright lines. Scientists have found that they can identify

an element by its bright lines as surely as they can identify

you by your fingerprints. The bright lines you saw earlier

in the 'fluorescent:tube speytrum were due to the gases in

the tube (mostly mercury icdpor).
From time to time in this unit, you. will be asked to do

"probtem breaks." These are problems for you to solve,

without much help from your book or from *your teacher.

The problems will usually help you understand what you

are studying in the chapter. But that's not their majpr pur-
pose. They are designed to give you practice in. problem

solving, and in setting up your own experiments. You should

try every problem breakeven the tough ones. And in most

cases you should have your teacher approve your plan before

trying it. The first problem break in this unit is coming up

next.

PROBLEM BREAK 1-1

Now here's some detective work for you. YOur teacher has

prepared a solution .of one, two, or three of the substances

you just tested (sodium chloride, lithium chloride, apd stron-,

tium chloride). Your job is to find out which substance or

. substances was used.

01-11. In the space pwvided in your Record Book, show

the position of any bright lines you identify.

r 01-12. Compare the sketch you made with the sketches you

made in answer to ,questions 1-8, 1-9, *and 1-10. What sub-

stance or -substances do you predict are in the unknown

itolution?
.

Check your prediction with your teacher.

Astronomers use spectroscopes to identify the elements in

the stars. In fact, the spectral lines of the element helium

were first observed in sunlight. When the substance that

produced these lines was.finally found on the earth, it was

named helium (ftom the Greek word helios, meaning "sun").
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The spectrum of pelium is shown in Figure 1-5. You should

notice a peculiar/difference in this spectrum when it is com-

pared to others you have observed.

1 )-RaL'Alt,iNitatterit4'
. t-.

4:g
.1 wry

Perhaps you would like to learn more about the kind of .
spectrunf shown in Figure 1-5. You can find out how they
were discovered and how to see one yourself by doing Ex-

-cufilon
Bright lines and dark lines in speetra can tell astronomers

a great deal about the composition of stars and planets.
Most of what we know about and its atmosphere is'th, sun
a- direct result of information from spectra.

in,Chapter .2 you will see how to take the first step in
measuring the amount of energy-released by the sun. For-
tunately you won't ha4e to go there to do it:

Beier, going on, do Self-Evaluatlon 1 In your Record Book.

,

e.,

t

Figure 1-5

I.
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Everybidy knows that the sun gives off lots of energy. In

fact, you may have.heard that all energy on the earth coines,

in one way or another, from the sun. But what does it mean
to say 'Jots of energy"? How muc is "lots"? That is the
problem for this chapter-7-to get of.how much energyj

the sun gives off. A
To be sure you are ready to begin the next activity, you

need to know some' things .about energy. 'The following
checkup will help yoti find dut whether you are ready to'go .

ahead.

4
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CHECKUP

.your Record nook, place a check mark in front of each
correct aitkor. There may be more than one correct answer
per question.

1.
a.
b.

Work is
force
distance.

c. force x distance.
d. speed x time.

3. Energy can
a. exist only in the

form of heat.
b. exist in more than .

one form.
c. be tranyferred

from oh system
to another.

d. cause ehanges in
marten

2. A measure of energy is
a_ force.
13_, force x distance.
c. spréd x time.
d. work.

4. Energy is always
a. conserved.
b. destroyed.
c. needed to over-

come forces.
d. a measure of the

time needed to
do work.

Check your answers on page 77 of Excursion 2-1.

To begin making a sun-energy
these things:

1 strip of copper, 6 cm x 3 cm
1 Celsius thermometer
1 piece of dowel, the same diameter

bulb
I candle
Matches
Paper clip

indicator, you \will need

as the thermometer

ACTIVITY 2-1. Pinch the strip of copper tightly around the
dowel as shown.

Dowel

Copper
strip ,
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ACTIVITY 2-2. Bend 04 ends of the copper back flat.

As you know, that part of the Min's energy that reaches

* the earth is in the. form 'of light. A large portion of this light

energy changes to heat energy when it reaches the earth's

atmosphere and surface. jhis heating effect is what causes

objects put in sunlight to get hotter. How much the terpera-

'

of an object increases depends on

1. how big-the is,

I

9bject
2. how well it absorbs heat,-
3. how quickly it conducts heat, and

4. how long it is heated.
/.

ture

Each of these factors affects how much change in temperature

will be obseped when theobject is-placed in the sun.

All of this nieahs 'that you can get an idea of how much

heat is absorbed by an object by measuring its temperature

before and ifter placing it in the light. All you need is an

_object to ir heated, and a thermometer.

ACTIV1TY2-3. Slide the copper strip from thd dowel and under

the bulb of .the thermometer. Oently pinch it around the bulb.

'Use age so as not to break the thermonieter.
r

By now, you'Are probably figured out how your sun-energy

indicator will y/ork. -
02-1. What do You predict will h'apiien to the cbpper strip.

if it is pla'ced in sunlight?

02-2...What is the purpose of the thermometer?

Now let's test the energy indicator you've built.'

4.4 1.4

.

19-3D9
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Shade
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ACTIVITY 2-4. Hold the instrument in the shade for a couple
of minutes. Then move it into the sun for a few more minutes.
Do not rest it on any surface.

44.

Pencil

A

'Sunlight

D2-3. Was the thormometer reading in .the shade different
from that in the sun? (If so, how much?)

If the thermometer didn't showa temperature change,
something is wrong. The copper strip should h.ive absorbed
enough energy to affect the thermometer. If it'didn't, check
Activities 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 to be sure that you put the instru-
ment together correctly.

You should make one improvement in your sun-energy
indicator, before you use it. You probably noiiced that the'
temperature change was slow in occurring. TA amount of
temperature change was probably rather small, too. It would

- help matters if the copper abgorbed energy more quickly than
it does.

Copper is a siny metal. This means 'that it reflects some
light. If you could cut down its shininess, the copper would
convert more light energy to heat..

D2-4. What could you do to the copper to make it absorb
more of the sun's energy?.

ACTIViTy 2-5. Slide the copper strip off the thermometer.
Insert a pencil or dowel in the bend of the strip. Hold the
copper over a lighted candle. Try to cover the flat surface
evenly with soot from the candle. Warning Do nZihold th
thermometer over the candle, as it Will get hot NW. break. If
you get wax On the strip, yOu must clean It and start again.

2, #

I.



ACTIVITY 2.-6. Let the copper strip cool. Then, holding it by

the pnblackened loop, attach it to the thermometer as betore.

Test your instrument in a sunny spot.

02-5. At room temperature, what temperature does the

gm-energy indicator show?

02-6. What temperature does the instrument show after

being, in: direct_suraight for a few mMutes?

02-7. By how many degrees did the temperature change'?

roe

Remove the sun-energy. indicator from. e sunlight -and

let it return to room temperature..

024. Why de you think copper was a giod choice of radar

With this instrument you should be able to get an idea

of how much energy is received by- the .copper strip from

the sun in h, given amount of time..
By now you may be seeing some problems-in, using the

sun-energy indicator. Suppose, for example, you got a read-

ing in the sun 20° higher than in the shade. This.would tell

you that the copper striphad absorbed energy. But it would

rtainly not tell you how much total energy the sun gives

learn that, you would need to know several other

things. The neet acti4it1es will help you- find out,What they

are. Pick up.a_pegboard arid a paper clip,

ACTIVITY 2-7. Hang the sun-energy indicatqr in an upright

position as shown. You can make a hanger from a paper clip.

OO
9

... .

11

9

............ ...................

........................ -- .. 4
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........ ...... ..... ...... .................. . .......... .........
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Carry the stand with the attached instrument to where your
teacher has set up a series of light bulbs.

You will use these bulbs as a light source. They will rep-
resent the sun.

ACTIVITY 2-8_ Place the pegboard so that the blackened sur-

f ace of the copper strip is 20 cm from the center of one 150-watt

bulb in the parallel circuit.

. .

. ..
. ... .

Table 2-1

at.

Record the temperature of the thermometer in Table 2-1
of your Record Book. Then turn on the lamP. Every 30
seconds, record the thermometer reading. Complete the table
by calculating what the total temperature change has been
up' tb each of the times indicated (new temperature minus

the temperature at 0.0 time).

Time
(minutes)

Temperature
.. -

(°C)

Total
Temperature
Change (°C)

0.0
,

0.5

1.0

# - 1.5

--...,, 2.0

2.5
o

3.0

3.5 4
.

I, 4.0 ,

4.5 .

- 5.0

5,5S S .
lez

\*.
N.



Graph your results on the grid of Figure 2-1 in your
Record Book. Use the data from the Total Temperature
Change column and from the Time column.

16

14

4

2

Figure 2-1

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Tiny) (in minutes)

3.0 3.5

02-9. According to your graph, how many minutes passed

before the temperature stopped rising?

02-10. Why do you think the temperature stopped increols:

ing?

Place the sun-energy indicator away from the light so that
it can cool to room temperature.

02-11. List at least three variables that you think might have
affected 'how much temperature change you observed:

You should now investigate the effeas of different amounts
of light energy on the sun-energy indicator. You can use light
bulbs.of different sizes: Be sure to keep other variables, such

as time and distance, constant.

ACTIVITY 2-9. Set up the sun-energy indicator and fight
source as shown. Use a 60-watt bulb and wait until the tem-
perature reaches its maximum reading (about 5 minutes).
Record the original and maximum temperature readings id
Table 2-2 of your Record Book.

,

4.0

I.

4.5

4

5.0

'" " "t;
A
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18

Figure 2-2

/ACTIVITY 2-10. Allow the thermometer to return to room tem-
perature. Repeat Activity 2-9, using a 100-watt bulb. Record

the data In Table 2-2.

? Use data from the 0.0 and .5_0 lines of Table 2-1 on page
16 to till in the spaces in Table, 2-2 fox the 150-watt bulb.

Table 2-2

20

0

Bulb
Original

Temperature
Maximum

Temperature

_

Temperature
Change

60w

100w

150w .

The watt number on a bulb tells you how much energy

it produces. The greater the wattage, the greater 'the enerO

produced.

0 2-1 2. Which of the following bulbs produces the most light
energy: 150W, 60W, or 100W?

Complete the last -Column in Table 2-2, and graph your
results in .Ptrure 2-2.of your Record Book. \

20 40 60 80 - 100

Wattage

31

.120 140 180



n2-13. What happened to the temperature change as the
wattage (amount of energy) of the bulb increased?

0244. Look at your graph in Figure 2-2. Predict the amount
of temperature change you would have recorded if you had
used a 50-watt bulb.

2-15. Suppose the 50-watt bulb had been placed 40 cm
from the strip instead of 20 cm. Predict how this would have
affected the amount of temperature change.

PROBLEM BREAK 2-1

Get a 50-watt bulb and test your predictions for questions
2-14 and 2-15. How much does the reading of the sun-energy
measurer change when you double the distance between it
and a light source? Suppose you tripled the initial 20-cm
distance. Would the temperature reading decrease to one
third of what it was at 20 cm?

In your Record Book, describe an experiment you could
do to study the relationship between distance and tempera-
ture change. Have your teacher approve your design before

. doing the experiment. Record your data in your Record Book

in the form of a graph with at least eight data points.

02-19. In your ecperiment4 whY should you keep the watt-
.

age of the light source constant at 50 watts?

:Now let's return to Vie probkm that started this chapter.
Let's try to use your sun-energy indicator to find out how
much energy the sun is giving off.

ACTIVITY 2-11. Hold the sun-energy indicator ip a sunny spot.

Leave it there until the thermometer reading stops going up.

3z

SLAr\tl c1ht.
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50-watt bulb

,

4.t

! 12-17. How much temperature change did the sun-energy
indicator show?

Now look at your graph from Problem Break 2-1.

[ 2-18. At what distance from a 50-watt bulb must the indi-
cator be placed to sl)ow the same temperature as it did in
direct sunlight?

Test your answer to question 2-18 by placing the sun-energy
indicator at the distance you gave.

You know that the sun gives off a lot more energy than
a 50-watt bulb. But because it's so far from the earth, the
energy that reaches the copper strip from the sun is no greater

- than that from the much closer bulb. The distance an object
is from the light source has a great effect on the amount
of energy received by the object. Therefore, when calculating
thco energy produced by the sun, its distance must be an
irnrZrtant factor.

An accurate measure of the sun's energy must include its
distance from the earth. In a later investigation you will
measure that distance. For now, you can only get an idea
of how great is the sun's total energy output. To do this, you
will need to take your sun-energy measurer over to the area
where the bulbs in parallel circuits are lOcated.

ACTIVITY 2-12. Set up your apparatus as shown. Atter 5
minutes, note the temperature.

Di 2-19. Record the highest temperAure reading from the
50-watt bulb at 20 cm.

",.!" t 4. ,".' .

1
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ACTIVITY 2-13. Remove the 50-watt bulb and move the socket
40 cm from the sun-energy measurer.

Your problem is to place in the sockets-a bulb or bulbs
that will produce the 'same maxkinum temperature 'change
that you found in Activity 2-12.

40 cm

[1] 2-20. t wattage (energy) bulb or bulbs do you predict
will produce this reading?

Add bulbs to the sockets until you find one, or a combi-
nation, that produces roughly the reading you are looking
for. Be sure that the bulbs are 40 cm from the sun-energy
measurer.

02-21. How many 50-watt bulbs would you need at 40 cm
to give the same temperature reading that one 50-watt bulb
gave at 20 cm?

P2-22. Suppose you mqved the sockets to 80 ,cm. How many
50-watt bulbs would you have to use to produce the saole
reading as one 50-watt bulb at 20 cm?

Now think how many 50-watt bulbs you would need if
You moved the ttcket out a mile from the energy indicator.
You'd have to.have a tremendously large source of energy
Co give the same reading.

The sup is many, many miles from the earth. With what
you know now, you cans be sure that the sun is giving off
a tremendcius amount of energy. To give a good estimate
of how miich, you will need to.know how many miles away
tife sun is. That is the subj.ect of the next chapterthe Way
to measure the dist4nce from the earth to\the sur4

Befo \! going on, do Self-Evaluation 2 in your Record Book.
-..;

1)

)
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Far-Out Sun

Measuring the distance to the sun may seem like an impossi-
ble job to you. More than likely, you've always used a ruler
or meterstick to measure distances, but such a device won't
work for measuring the distance to the sun.

Actually, the problem won't be as difficult as you may

think. In many wdr, you're in the.same boat as a hunteror
a photographerwho wants to know the distance to an ani-
mal. If he tries to use a ruler or tape measure, -he won't get

many shots.
Both camera and rifle manufacturers have solved the

problem in the same way. Many guns and cameras include
a device called a range finder. In using a range finder, a
person looks at -an object from two different angles. The
device evaluates the distance to the object from the size of
the angles formed. (See Figure 3-1.)

7

9

-;4?-:.+4.11 , .

Chapter 3

Figure 3-1
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Sighting line

I rt, . 4 ,
.14 *- r-104. .U.

You can use a simple homemade range finder that will
help you measure the distance to the sun. Get one from the
supply area.

ACTIVITY 3-1. Look the range finder over carefully. Note par-
ticularly the labeled parts. Draw and label the sighting line
and base line on your range finder if this has not been done.

Sighting bin'

Baseline

Before you try to measure the distance to the sun with
the range finder, you should learn how it woks. Pick out
an object to look at on the other side of your classroom.

ACTIVITY 3-2. Place the range finder on a flat surface and
line up the sighting line with the object. Without moving the
pegboard, adjust the sighting bar until it lines up with the
object When you are finished, both the sighting line and
*lighting bar should be lined up with the object.

.24 CHAPTER 3
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ACTIVITY 3-3. Move the range finder along the sighting line

until it is several feet closer to the object. Don't change the

position of the sighting bar.

11

1

1 1

I I

I

_ I I
ao,

Ad.

Iftah
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Object

03-1. Does the sighting bar still line up with the object after

the range finder is moved? If not, what would you have to

do a line it up?

03-2. Suppose you were to move the range finder even

closer to the object along the sighting line. Predict what yop

would have to do to align the:sighting bar.

Perhaps you are beginning to understand the principle upon

which tke range finder works. As the device is moved closer

to an object, the angle between the sighting bar and the
ire

sighting line -changes..

03-3. Suppose the distance from the range finder to an
object increases. In what way do you predict the angle be-

tween the sighting line and sighting bar will change?

Test your prediction in question 3-3 by doing the next

4vity.
Your teacher has chosen an object in your room and placed

marks on the floor at distances from it of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10,

and 15 meters.

38
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ACTIVITY 3-4. With small pieces of tape, attach a sheet of
white paper to the range finder as shown. Place the tip of
a pencil into the groove at the end of the sighting bar. Turn
the bar to draw part of a circle.

Sheet of white paper

ACTIVITY 3-5. Place the range finder so that the sighting line
rear bolt is at the 1-m mark on the floor. Line up the sighting
.line, and then the sighting bar, with the object. When you are
sure the position of the bar is correct, make a mark on the
circle as shown; and label the mark "1."

Object

ACTIVITY 3-6. Repeat Activity 3-5 for distances of 2m, 3m,
,4m, 5m, 10m, and 15m. When your scale is Complete, It should
appear similar to that shown. Label each mark.

Sighting line

26 CHAPTER 3
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Practice using your range _finder to measure the distance

. to objects not more than 15m away. Check your measure-
ments with a meterstick. If they arc inaccurate by more than
im, repeat Activities 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6.

[713-4. Was ,your prediction in question 3-3 cori'ect? As the
distance to an object becomes greate4rwhat happens to the
angle forTed by tte sighting bar and the parallel sighting
line shown in, Figure. 3-2?

Sighting
line

' Figure 3-2

f
Parallel slohtIng line

(parallel to the
sighting line)

Sighting bar

034. Suppose you lined up the sighting line and the sight-
ing bar of the range finder in Figure 3-2. on an object a long
way off (like a 'distant tree). Would you expect the angle
between the_sighting bar and the parallel sighting line to be
large or small? . . .0

theck your -prediction by using your own range finder.
(Draw a Nrallel sighting line On your range finder if.it will

help you.)
Select two very distant objects, one of which is fai-ther away ,

than the other--sa distant tree and building perhaps. Use the /.
range finder to decide which of the objects is farther away.

03-6. Describe any problems you had in deciding which
object was farther away. 4

wen, by now you should have kgood understanding of
how to Use the range finder. It seems to Work fine on Mort
distances but not so well for distances beyond about 15 in.
This may limit its usefulness fdr measuring great distancei
like the distance to the sun. See if it will.

6-

-
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4 ACTIVITY 3-7. Set the range finder in a patch of sunlight so
that the shadow from the front bolt fails directly along the
sighting line.

Shadow

ACTIVITY 3-8. Without moving the pegboard, move the sight-
ing bar until the shadow from its front bolt falls directly along
the bar.

Shad Ow

28 CHAPTER 3

03-7. From the position of the?.ghting bar on your scale,
what 4tn-you say about the distance .to the sun?

Clearly, you have a problein. There seems to be a limit
to the distance you can measure aecurately with your range
finder.

One variable that limits the distance that can be measured
is the length of the range finder's base line.



[3-8. Suppose you lengthened the base line. I low would
this affect the greatest distance you can measure with your
range tinderl

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

Design an experiment to lest the prediction you made in
question 3-8. In your Record Book, describe what you w?uld
do and whatimeasuremepts you would make. Check With
your teacher and then do the experiment. Record your results
and conclusions.

From your experiments, it should be clear that two varia-
bles limit.the greatest distances that can be measured by your
range finder. The firsyg- the length of the base line. The
second is the size opine smallest measurable, angle between
the sighting .,bar atl thesParallel sighting line (the sighting
angle). .

03-9. In Figure 3-3, how would increasing the base line
.affect the size of the angle between the two sighting lines? Figure 3-3

CHAPTER 3 29
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Astronomers could make sightings from two observatories
that are hundreds or even thousands of miles apart. Figure
3-4 shows how this can be done.

03-10. If you switched from a simpk range finder to the
system shown in Figure 3-4, what effect would this change
have on the angle?

Figure 3-4

Cr-11 e

..

/
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Modern instruments can measure angles of less than
1/1000 of a degree. To increase the base line, sightings of
the sun can be made from widely spaced observatories. But
even then, the angle turns out tol3e too small to measure
accurately. Unfortunately, the range finder just can't dO the
job. You must find some other way to measure the distance
to the sun. In the next chapter,. you will search for a new
approach to the problem.

Meanwhile, you might like to know that the distance to
the moon has been measured by the range-finder method.

irc
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The average distance to the moOn is about 240,000 miles.
Knowing the-distance to the moon makes it simple to find
the size (diameter) of the moon.

If you would like to measure the diameter of the moon,
Excursion 3-1 will show yo- u a method that is simple_ All
you need is a full moon, some time to sit still, and a watch.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 3 in your Record Book.

CHAPTER 3 31
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Measuring the
Distance to the Sun
Another Approach

4

.1

Some years ago, scientists discovered an interesting way to
locate objects at a distancethe use of radar. Using radar,
they could get good measurements of the distance to the
moon and to some of the planets. They found, for example,
that the planet Venus, when closest to the planet Earth, is
about 26 million miles away. If you are interested in more
information about using radar to measure distances, see Ex-

cursion 4-1.
The measurement of the-distance to Venus has proved, to

be useful. This distance can be used in determining how far
the sun is from Earth. Let's see how.
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Sighting line

Sighting bar

Figure 4-1 shows how the range finder that you used in
the List chapter works. Take a close look at the tinrre; then
answer quc5ion

Line of sight

t-ito

I

Sighting angle Parallel sighting line

Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-2

Object

-

k

D4-1. Why can't the range 'finder you used in Chaptpr 3
measure large distances?

Evep the distance across Earth is too/small a base for the
range-finder method to be used to measure the distance to
the sun. But suppose you could use the distance from Earth
to Venus as a base line (Figure 4-2).

n4-2. Do you know how long this base line from Earth to
Venus is?

[14-3. What other problems would there be in using the
scheme diagrammed in Figure 4-2?

Earth Sighting line
Sun\ 40.

4.0

4.0

Large sighting angle could be used
to find the distance to the sun. Parallel sighting fee

1
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Obviously, you can't easi)y go.to Venus to make a sighting
of the sun. This alone mak-vs the plan shown in Figure 4-2
impoltsible. But there is another way to make use of the
distance between Earth and Venus. It requires,that you tirst

draw a model of the,position of Venus in relation to Earth
and the sun. Column 2 of Table 4-1 and the actiivies that
follow will hlp you do this. Column 1 lists the assumfitions
you are making as you draw your model.

Assumption Effect on Drawing

1. The_sun is the center of the solar
system.

1, Show !;un as center of drawing.

) :

2. Earth and Venus are planets re-
volving around the sun.

if

2. Venus and Earth cafrbe shinvn as
moving around thr center (sun).

.... _.-

3. Venus and Earth move in the
same plane.

3. Both Earth and Venus can be
drawn on flat paper.

4. Both Venus and Earth move in
roughly circular paths (orbits).

4. Show orbits as circles.

*
5. Venus is closer to the sun than

Earth is.
5. Venus' orbit should be drawn

smaller than Earth's orbit.

ACTIVITY 4-1. In the space provided in your Record Book,

use a compass to draw two circles as shown. Label the sun
and the two orbits.

ACTIVITY 4-2. Place a bean anywhere on each of the two
circles you've drawn. These Mill represent Earth and Venus.
Place another bean in the center of the circle to represent

the sun.

bIe 4-1

4

7

4
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Now, use your modelthe beans and circles--to study the
relanve !notions of Venus and Earth. To do thisi you will
have to add two more assumptions y your list:

1. Earth travels cOmpletely arouno its orbit once every
365i days.

2. Venus takes 225 days to make one c(Anplete revolution.

M4-4. Suppose the planet Earth you iust placed in orbit
made a complete turn around the sun. How far would Venus
.have traveled in the same time? (Answer by dralving the new
position of Venus in Figure 4-3 of your Record Book')

-Earth hery on day 1 i
and day 3.6514

Figure 4-3

1114-5. Does Venus travel faster, or slower, than Earth as it
mcive§ around the sun?

. The last activity givss jou an idea of what the paths of( Venus and.Earth are like. Your next problem is o visualize
what the motion of Venus would look like from Earth. Once ,..

. ain, your model can help you.: ir

A TIVITY 4-3. Arrange the beans as shown.

Unless the three beans are perfectlyilined up, you ean think
of them as three points of(a triangle.-

1 0

1
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Move Earth and Venus beans to other points along their

circular orbits. Notice that the three beans always form a

triangle (except when they are lined up). (See Figure. 4-4.) Figure 4-4

, 1
-,

, Imagine yourself standing on Earth lookg at Venus--

the sun. Activity 4-4 will belp you visualize this. i
ACTIVITY 4-4. Look from behind the bean represrting Earth

along the paper toward the sun and Venus.

,

V

sof ,

044. What measurenten couldtyou make to describe the

position of Venus with resPect to life sun?

Question 4-6 may not have been too easy. The angle

formed where line EV (the line of sight from Earth to Venus)

crosses line ES (the line of sight from Earth to the sun) can

be used to describe the position of Venu4 -.with respect to

the sun.

Af. At 4...
-
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ACTIVITY 4-5. Experiment by moving Earth and Venus until
you find the position at which the EV-ES angle Is greatest,
Measure this angle with a protract . (See Excursion 4-2 (f
you don't know how to use a protr ctor.)

04-7. When would the EV-ES angle be the greatest?*

1114-8b What number of degrees are there in the greatest
possible EV-ES angle?

1

1046. When would the EV-ES angle be the smallest?

You should have seen that the greatest EV-ES angle occurs
when the line of sight from Earth to Vqius just touches, but,
does riot cut, the orbit of Venus. (See Figure 4-5.4

'Figure 44 Venus' orbit

I.

Earth's orbit

38 CHAPT R 4

These lines cut
. throug the orbit

Venus.

Earth

This line touChes the orbit of
Venue, but does not cut through It.

011.
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ACTIVITY 4-6. In the space provided in your Record Book,

draw a dtagram of Earth's orbit the same size as you did for

Activity 4-1. But this time, draw the Venus orbit a different

_site than before, 14epIng it smaller than Earth's. Again find

the greatest EV-ES angle and, measure it with a protractor.

04-10. How many degrees are there in the greatest possible

EV-ES angle this time?

04-11. Does the greatest EV-ES angle occur again where
the Earth-Venus line just touches, but toes not cross the orbit

of Venus?
41) Figure 4-6

EVES angle

Venus sun
st.

Measuring the rep-EV-ES angle Is easy (see Figure 4-6).

Astronomers have found that the average greatest EV-ES
anglqis 46,degrees. This figure can be used to find the dis-
tance from Venus to the sun.

But what does that have to do with measuring the distance

from Earth to the sun? That was the question that started

this discussion of EV-ES angles.

ACTIVITY 4-7. In the space provided In-your Record Book,

draw a 15-cm diameter circle to represent the orbit of Earth.

Draw In an Earth-sun (ES) line as shown.

1 at , -

' 4 . . , '46. 1
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Width

Scale:1 cm = 4 ft

40 CHAPTER -;

ACTIVITY 4-8. Using your protractor, draw in the Earth-Venus
(EV) line tor the largest EV-ES angle (46 degrees).

Earth

From your earlier work, you know that the orbit of Venus
must just touch, but not cut, this EV line.

ACTIVITY 4-9. Using a compass, draw the orbit circle for
Venus. Ren\ember, the circle should just touch, but not cut,
the sighting line. At the exact point where the sighting line
touches Venus' orbit, make a small dot and label it "Venus."

Earth

The drawing you just made is a scale drawing of the actual
orbitof Venus and Earth. It can be used to determine the
distance from Earth to the sun. Before you do this, however,
be sure you know_ what a scale drawing is by doing the
following checkup.

CHECKUP

Here is a scale drawing of a packing ciate. .

1. How high (in feet) was the crate from which the scale
drawing was made?

2. How wide (in feet) was the actual crate?
Clieck your answers to this checkup on page 89 of,Excur-

sion 4-3.

04-12. Measure on your scale drawing from Activity 4-7 the
distance between Earth and Venus when they are closest
together. This will be when Earth. Venus, and the sun are
lined up. and the .EVES angle is 0 degrees. .(See art in
margin on the next page.) Record this distance (in mm) on
the bottom line of Table 4-2.

The distance you just measured in mi11imet4s represents
26 million miles .(ee Table 4-2). 0

1
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04-13. By your scale. how many miles are represented by
each millimeter?

On Scale
Drawing (inm)

Actual
(mil(s)

Distance from Vchus to the sun
_._

Distance from Earth to the sun

Smallest distance between Earth
, and Venus

26 million

04-14. Using your scale drawing from Aetiyity 4-7, measure
(in millimeters) the distance from Vensus to the sun and the
distance from Earth to the sun. Record your measurements

in Table 4-2.

You now have enough information to complete the prob-
lem you started at the beginning of Chapter 3. From the 4°

data in Table 4-2 and your scale, you can calculate the dis-
tance of the sun from Earth and also the distance of the sun
from Venus.

I.

I

1

V;srs

0445. Calculate the distance in miles from Venus to the
sun and from Earth to the sun. Record the results of your
calculations in Table 4-2.

A good check on your work is to see if the sum of your
actual Venus-to-sun distance and Earth-to:Venus distance
equals the Earth-to-sun distance. If the calculations of ques-
tion 4-15 proved difficult, Excursion 4-4 will _help you.

If you've done your work well, you now have the informa-
tion you set out to find at the beginning of Chapter 3. You
now know the distance from Earth to the sun. Using methods
MA too different from yours, astronomers have, found the
average distance from. Earth to the sun to be roughly 93
million miles. 'Do your results agree?

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 4 in your Record Book.

Table 4-2

A

26 million
miles

Venus

6-- Angle 0°

1

+ Earth
.

.:Y44171. :0:2 I
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How Big Is the Sun? Chapter 5

If at first you don't succeed, try, try again. That's the way
the old saying goes. Your first try at measuring the distance
to the sun wasn't successful. You couldn't get a base line
that was long enough to use tbe range-finder method. So then

you tried another approach, using the radar distance to
Venus. This time you got the job done.

In this chapter you wilt try to make another measurement
of the sun. This time you will try to find out how far it is
across the surf. Obviously, measuring the distance .across an
object that is 93 million miles away is a bit more complicated

,

r
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than just laying a ruler next to it. But with a little thought
the job can he done fairly easily. .10 make your measure-

. ments, you and a partner will need these materials:

I cardboard sighting scope with fiosted acetate screen
1 piece cardboard, 13 cm x 20 cm with 1 ce hole
I 150-watt bulb and socket
1 meterstick

-Cardboard tube

If the sighting scope has not been assemble& Activities 5-1
through 5-4 show you how to construct the sighting scope.
To do this, you will need:

telescoping cardboard tube, 40-cm long with end caps
piece of thin cardboard, 4 cm2

-piece frosted acetate, 4 cm2
pair scissors
sharp pencil

ACTIVITY 5-1. Remove the smaller cap from the cardboard
tube. With a sharp pencil, trace the outside of the tube on
the 4 cm x 4 cm piece of cardboard. Cut along the lines to
form a disk.

ACTIVITY 5-2. Make a smooth pinhole in the center of the
cardboard disk with a large needle or pin. Place thiti disk In
the cap and replace the cap on the tube.

`->;.

44 Hole
Smaller tube cap



Prepare an acetate disk to fit in the larger cap.

ACTIVITY 5-3. Be sure you use a well-sharpened pencil to
mark off 1/2-cm squares on the frosted side of the acetate
disk. This must be carefully done. Place this disk in the tube
cap, with the frosted side out. (Your frosted acetate disk, by
the addition of the grid lines, has been made into what is
commonly called a screen.)

Vs-cm squares

Frosted
side out

If the cardboard (13 cm x 20 cm) with the 1 cm2 hole' is
available, skip to Activity 5-5.

ACTIVITY 5-4. Mark off a 1-cm square on a 13- x 20-cm
cardboard sheet in the position shown. Place it on something
flat that can be used as a cutting surface. With a razor blade,
remove the square, leaving a hole in the cardboard.

ACTIVITY 5-5. Tipe the 13- x 20-cm cardboard in front of the
light bulb as shown. Be sure the brightest pad of the bulb
Is lined up with the square hole.

For what follows, you will need a level space behind the
\ bulb of up to 3 ft and about 2 ft in front of the bulb.

5

Board taped
to socket

.0 ;4,1. _ , .
;cwt..,
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Image on
frosted screen

A f
As,1

Hole

Figure 5-1

46 CHAPTER 6

ACTIVITY 5-6. Support the tube on books so that it is level
and pointing straight at the square hole. Have the tube at its
shortest length (small tube pushed in all the way). GradUally

move the light bulb and cardboard away from the tube until

an image of the square hole Just tills 1 call' (4 squares) on

the acetate screen.
Tube at its

shortest length

Image

Acetate
screen

05-1. What is the distance (in cm) from the pinhole to the
square hole in the card?

115-2. What is the distance (in cm) from the pinhole 'to the
screen (the length of the cardboard tube)?

If you have made careful measurements, you should have
found the distance from the pinhole to the screen to be about
the same as the distance from the pinhole to the square hole
in the card.

Now move the cardboard with the square hole away from
the pinhole until only one square on the screen is filled with
the image. (See Figure 5-1.)

115-3. Now what is 4he distance (in cm) from the pinhole
to the square hole?,

The new distance you just measured should be about twice
the distance from the pinhole to the screen.

[15-4. flow many times bigger dris the distance across the
square.hole in the cardboard (I cm) than the distance across
the image (i cm)?

Perhaps you are beginning to see some relationships here.
The distance from the pinhole to the screen and the site of
the image that forms are related. Although you may not see

5 a
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how as yct, you can use this relati6nship to measure the size
of a bright object such as the 150-watt bulb. Let's see how
this can be done.

lkre's the relationship .you need.

Distance across the obj.ect
Distance from the,object to the pinhoje

X distance across the irnagt.t,
Distance from the pinhole to the screen

Ikre's an example of how the relationship can be used..

The distance from the pinhole to' the square hole in the
cardboard is 84 cm. The distance from the pinhole to the
screed.(the length of the tube) is about 42 cm. The width
of the image on the screen is cm.-All of this is shown in
Figure 5-2. 4

Distance across the = 84 cm x distance across
42 cmsquare hole the image
84 cm

rm X cm
= 2 X cm

1 cm

Now check to be sure that your answers to questions 5-1,
5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 fit the relationship. For example, in order
for your answers to 5-1 and 5-2 to fit, they must be equal.
This is because the object and image width are the same
size at that setting.

Figure 5-2

.44410
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Figure 5-313 shows how you can .calculate the distance
across the sun in the same way that you Just calculated the
distance across the hole in the cardboard (Figure 5-3A). All
you need do is set up the sighting 5c4pc so that the pinhole
faces the st)Ji. When the scope is lined up, the sun's image
will fall on: the screen.

150-wan Cardboard Acetate
bulb, with hole

Hole
screen

H-Distance A Distance

Image of
square holeA

Figure,5-3

Sun

Distarice A Distance B

Hole Acetate
screen

immilmenomme,

,J)

-

Image
of sun

N
Safety NIe Remenibr. You shohcidliever 1(nd, directly al tlw

s 14 I I.

Once you've formed an image of the sun, you can get
everything needed to calculate the distance across the -Sun

by using the relationship. You've already measured the dis-
tance from the sim to tht pinhole-93 million miles. Thus:.

pistahce across

the sun 93.000,000 miles
fr- X distance across the image
sttnce from finhole to screen

Now u need to measure the width of the image on the
Screen. N. Ns
ACTIVITY 5-7. Point the pinhole end of the tube directly at
the sun as shown.

7

.

1
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ACTIVITY 5-8. Pull the two sections of the tube apart until
a sharp Image of the sun forms on the acetate screen. DO
NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE SUN.

4,444i0:404

ACTIVITY 5-9. Adjust the tube until the image of tho sun just
fits Inside one of the small 1 /2-cm squares on the screen.

It should just tough the four sides of the square. Measure the

distance from the screen to the pinhole.

05-5. The distance from the pinhole to the screen is how
many cm?

Now you have tall t data that you need to calculate the

distance across the sun by using the relationship.

Distance across

the sun =
93,000,000 miles x cm

Distance from pinhole to screen in cm

05-6. What is the distance across the,sun in miles? (If yob
make the calculation shown above, your answer.wi)l auto-
matically cpme out in miles because ihe centimeters cancel

out)

You may have been surprised to...learn how large the sun
really is. Its diameter is greater in length than the diameter
of the moon's 'orbit around the earth. 'More importantly,
though, you should be beginning to realize that with careful
thinking and a few measurements and calculations, astrono-
mers can provide answers that at first seem almost impossIble

to ge
If you would like to make ydur own telescope and get a

good look at the moon, do Excursion 5-1:

Before going on, do Self-Evfiluation 5 In your Record B?ok.

Image
ot sun

C

Image of sun
on screen

'ft:
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The Fiery Chariot f Chapter 6

One of the myths told in ancient times described the sun
as a flaming ball carried across the sky in ;;,chariot drawn

.

by four horses. Since you formed an f the sun on
a screen in Chapter 5, you know that part of the myth is
in fact truethe sun is a flaming ball.

"

\ -4

Ns,

But does the sun move across the sky To you, the answer
is probably a solid No because you know that the earth's
turning is what makes the sun appear to move. You may
also know that proving this is not so easy. To someone stand-
ing on the earth, the sun moving around an unmoving earth
would appear the same as the sun standing still with the earth
turning. A simple model can show.:_yeu--why.

,

* .
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18.6 cm

ACTIVITY 6-1. In the space provided in your Record Book,
draw a circle 18.6 cm across_ In other words, the circle has
a tadius of 9_3 cm, or 93 mm.

ACTIVITY 6-2. Cut out two cardboard circles about 2 cm
across_ Label one "S," for the sun, and the other "E," for
the earth.

ACTIVITY 6-3. Make a small dot at the edge of the earth. Thls
tepresents a person standing on the earth's surface.

4

ACTIVITY 6-4. Place the sun in tbe center of the circle you
drew in your Record Book. Then place the earth on the circle
as shown. Be sure that the "person dot" is in the position
shown.

ACTIVITY 6-5. Stick the point of your compass through the
center of the earth. You can think of this point is the North
Pole.

52 CHAPTER 6
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1 064: If you were the person Znding on the earth in
Activity 6.4, would the sun appear to he werhead or on the
horizon?

ACTIVITY 6-6. cfurn the earth around the compass point to
tho position shown.

06-2. W(tuld the sun appear to be overhead to a person
standing at the dot?

06-3. How many degrees did you have to turn the earth
to get the sun overhead? (Hint: If you have trouble with
this question, see Excursion 4-2.)

ACTIVITY 6-7. Keep turning the earth until It gets to the place
where, to a person at the dot, the sun would agfpin appear
to be on the horizon.

06-4. Now how many-degrees have, you turned the earth
from where it started (in Activity 6-5)?

06-5. If you had been standing on the earth at the dot,
would the sun seem tO have traveled aerdss the sky from
one horizon to the other?

ACTIVITY 6-8. Check your answer to question 6-5 by repeating
Activities 6-6 and 6-7. Try to visualize what a person standing
at the dot would be seeing. It tlfiy help to crouch down as
shown.

06-8. If you were to keep turning the earth until it gozit back

to where it started, through a total of how many degrees
would it have turned?

As you know, one complete turn of the earth represents
one day, or 24 hours. 0

6 6



ACTIVITY 6-9. Now reverSe the positions of the earth and tho

sun on the circle. Be sure that the -person dot" faces upward

as shown.

06-7. With the earth and the su,n in the position shown in

Activity 6-9, would the person see the sun overhead, or on

the horizon?

ACTIVITY 6-10. Move the sun along the circle to a point where

it would appear to be overhead to the person. Then continue

to move the sun to a point ware it would appear to be on

the- horizon.

[16-8. How many degrees did you move the sun to make

it appear overhead to a person at the dot?

116-9. How many degrees did you have to mave the sun to

make it appear to nliove from.one horizon tolthe.other?
j

Now .thit about what a person at the dot would have

seen in the case of the earth turning, and in the case of the

sun moving around the earth. In both cases, the sun would

appear to move around the earth. In both cas.es, the sun

woutd appear to rise from one horizon and to set behind

the other!

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

- Ho-w good an observer are you? You can tell by the answer

s. you give to this question: Is the apparent path of the sun

across the sky the 'same every day?
40' course,' the sun doesn't leave a trail in the sky so that

you..5fan see any change in path. But there should be some

.i.74.4y that you could observe a change if there is any. In )k)ur

Record Book, describe an observation that you could make

with simple apparatus that would show conclusively whether

the apparent path of the sun across the sky is the saine every

day. If you decide that the path changes, give a short ex-

54 CHAPTER 6 planation of why this is so.
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As was said earlier, it isn't so easy to prove that the earth
is turning rather than the sun moving around it. Suppose
the sun actually does move around the earth while the ! rth

stands still. Because it is far away, it would have to Ni:ke

a very -long journey each day. It would have to travel vtiy
fast to make it in just 24 hours. You can get a good idea
of the speed it must have to make the trip. You only need
a few simple things. But you will have to have an hour of
sunlight.

If y4n don't have a full hour ahead of you in this class,
read ahead to see what has to be done. Then plan a time .

when you can do the activity. If you have some spare time-
now, this would be a good time to do Excursion 6-1 and find
out about "The Night That People Lost:10 Days." No equip,
ment is needed.

Got a Sunny day and a full hour? Then let's find out how
fast the sun would have to be to go around the earth each
day. Get the following items:

1 lead sinker
1 50-cm piece of string
1 protractor
1 2-inch piece of masking tape or cellophane tape
1 sheet of .white paper

Tie the string to the lead sinker. Make an X with your
pencil in the center of the paper. Take everything outd6ors
or to a windowsill where the sun will shine for at least an
hour.

,a #
ACTIVITY 6-11. Tape your piece of paper to a flat surface in
full sunlight. Then hold the sinkertexaelly over the X you drew
on the paper. Draw a short fine along the shadow of the string
on the, paper._Jot down the exact time.

.4.

String and sinker

Zhadow

Mark

6,6
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After 1 hour.

2nd mark

1st mark

After 1,5 hour!
Shifted

2nd mark

ACTIyITY 6-12. Exactly one hour later, hold the string as yourt.
did before, and once again mark the shadow. (Note: If you

. do not have a full hour available, use 1/2 hour and double
the distance of the 2nd mark froth the 1st mark.)

Measure this angle.

2nd mark

56 (s;
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ACTIVITY 6-13. Take your paper back to your desk. With a
ruler, draw straight lines from the X along each of the shadow
marks. Measure the angle between the lines with a protractor.

fi 6-10. How many degrees are inithe angle formed by the
two shadow lines?1st mark

Now try to apply what you have just done to the model
you built earlier. Figure 6-1 diagrams what would have
happened if the person standing at the dot in Activity 6-40

4. pad-been holding a sinker as you did.
Notice in Figure 6-1 that as

1

the sun moves, the shadow
of the string moves too. This saggests that measuring the
distance that the shadow moves in a given time could tell
you how fast the sun would have to move. Let's find out
if it will.

Figure 6-1

1st measurement

9,

1 hour later -1c.A.-'.\

1.
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In Activity you dielA, a knkIc with a iadius of 93 min.
This size was chosen to make your next set 61 calculations
easy. Think of a distance of 93 nun as representing the dis-
tance of 93 million miles from the earth to the sun.

06-11. How many miles does each mm represent?

ACTIVITY 6-14. On the circle you drew en your Record Book,
draw an angle like the one you measured in Activity 6:1 3. Use

your protractor and.a sharp pencil. Label the angle as shown.

06-12. The distance between 1 and 2 shows how far the
sun appears to travel in how long?.

Using the distance between 1 and 2, you can calculate how
far the sun would have to travel in one hour if it goes around
the earth in one day. .

You can't meaure a cutved,line-accurately with your ruler.
But when the angle is small, the distance betwcen two points
along a curve is not too different froin the. distance along
a straight line. This Theans,that you can use a, millimeter ruler
to get a good estfmate of the distance between 1 and 2.

4

4,

'3

ii-

06-13. What is the distance in Inm from point 1 to poinet 2?

06-14. Using the scale you determined in question 6-11,
what is th istance in miles that the. sun would have had .
to travel?

06-15. What would its speed in miles per hour have to be? P E 6 57
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Your answer to question should be a very large num-
ber. In fact, the speed vs many, maim/ times greater than that
of any satellite ever put into orbit. And it is far greater than
the calculated speed of othei planets and most stars. There-

.
fore, the model that the sun moves around the earth each
daY is very unlikely.

Fl64,16- Can you think of a way to calculate how fast the
earth is turning? (Hint: The distance around the earth is
25,000 miles.)

PROBLEM BREAK 6-2

Yoli know that the apparent rising and setting of the sun
is 'caused by the'earrh's making one completeiturn on its
axis in 24 hours. You Inow that there are 360 degrees in
a circle, or in onelurn bf the earth. Using this information,
you can figure the nuMber of degrees that the sun appears
to travel in one hour.

360 °

f.

r-- hr

P

Degrees -I

What is the relationship between-the number of degrees
that the sun travels in ()tie hour and the time zones that we
use? Eor example, ,why s the time in New York different
from the time in Chicago, and the time in Denver diffe;ent
from the time in Los Angeles? Write your explanation in
your Record Book.

.41
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You have seen that your daily observations of the sun do

not tell you whether it, or the earth, is moving. Because
you've Veen told, you know that the earth is turning--the
movement of the,siin ig just an illusion. Even so, it is more
comfortable to say that the sun is "rising: or "setting than

to say the earth is turning. It feels quite natural and okay

to say the sun moves across the sky.
Many scientists of old thought man lived in a sun-centered

system. Others claimed that the universe was earth-centered.

To find out how Galileo resolved this debate, do Excur-

sion 6-2.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 6 in your Record Book.

72
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On -Your Own

At the beginning of this, unit, you set out to investigate the
way astronomers get information about celestial objects. You
now should have a pretty good idea of the way they work.
By uSing sun-energy measurers (pyrheliometers) and photo-
graphs of spectra, and by calculating angles, astronomers can
make quite remarkable measurements.

In this last chapter you will be given a chance to apply
a few of the astronomers' techniques on your own. Your first
investigation will help you wrap up your study of the sun.

Back in Chapter 2 you learned that the sun produces the
ee

same effect on your sun-energy measurer as does a 50-watt
bulb held a few centimeters from it. However, you never
really found out how many watts of power the sun has.

Chdp-ter

74
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To see how you can measure its power, you need to think
of the sun as. a great big light bulb 930)0,000 miles from
the earth. 'To figure out how many watts that big sun bulb
has, you need to know an important relationship. You aced
to know how distance aJfects the amount of light coming from

a far object. You have a big clue to that relationship from
Chapter 2. (Do you know what power is? Look ever Excur-
sion 7-1.)

In Activity 2-12, you found out the effect of a SO-watt bulb

on your pyrheliorneter. You placed the bulb 20 cm from the
pyrheliometer and observed a certain temperature change.
In Activity 2-13, you moved the light socket to a distance
of 40 cm from the pyrheliometer. You then found out how
many watts were needed to produce the same effect that had
liken caused by the 50-watt bulb at 20 cm.

a7-1, How many watts at 40 cm produced the same effect
on your sun-energy measurer as did a 50-watt bulb at 20
cm? (See your answer to question 2-21.)

40 cm

50 W

20 cm

I

la

D7-2. When you double the distance from the pyrheliometer
to the light source, what must you do to the total Wattage
of the, bulb to keep the sun-energy measurer reading the
same?

If you did your arithmetic well, you now know how in-
cre'asing distance affects the amount of light coming from
,a source,. When the distance from an object to a light source
is doubled, the power of the light source must be four times
greatet if the same amount of light is to reach the object.

62 CHAPTER 7 .(See Figure 7-1.)
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2 x distance A Distance A

4 X R watts R watts

This relationship plus your earlier data is all that you need.

to know in order to measure the wattage of the sun. Table

7-1 suggests one way to do this.

Figure 7-1

Table 7-1

Measured Distance
(Sample)

10 cm
20 cm
40 cm
80 cm

160 cm

Wattage

50
200
800

3,200
12,800

93 million miles

The person who made Table 7-1 simply kept doubling the

distance an imaginary bulb was from sun-energy measurer.

To keep the light received the same each time, he kept
multiplying the wattage of the bulb hy 4. If he were to keep

doing this until the distance became 93 million miles

(15,000,000,000,000 cm), he would have found the wattage

of the sun.
If you have a lot of time to spare; yoii might like to try

the approach taken in Table 7-1. Another way to do ihe same

thing is described in Excursion 7-2, "Using Squares to Meas-

ure Distance." Although shorter, it involves slightly more-

difficult mathematics. Use one of these two methods to cal-

culate the sun's power in watts. If you decide to use the

longer method described in Table 7-1, you may find the

following check list helpful.'

1.. Make two columns on a sheet? of lined paper.

2. Label the 1eft7hand column "Distance" and the right-

hand column "Wattage."
CHAPTER 7 $3
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3. At the to p. of the left column,twfite in the distance in
cm from question 2-18 .of CNipter 2. Opposite this
number, in the right hand column, write. in 50 Watts_

4_ DouNc the distance m the left-hand column and write
the new distance under the first: Multiply the 50 W in
the right-hand column by 4, and write the new wattage
(200) under the 50.

S. keep doubling the distam.'e number in the left-hand
column. Lach time, multiply the wattage number in the
right-hand column by 4.

6. Continue doubling the left-hand numbers until you
reach 15,000,000,000,000 cm. In each case, multiply the
number in the right-hand column by 4.

7. The last number in the sight-hand column, oppbsite
15,000,000,000,000 cm, is the estimated wattage of the
sun.

[1 7-3. What is the wattage af the sun?

sdi Now you should teist your ability to use some of the other
techniques you have 'learned: For the first exercise, you will
be given spectroscope'.data for two stars, ISCS-A and ISCS-B.
Your task is to interpret this information to find out as much
as you can about the stars. From it, you should be able to
say something of the way/he two stars compare in composi-
lion, distance, and power.

Figure 7-2 shows the spectra observed when the light from
ISCS-A and ISCS-B passed through a spectroscope. It also
shows the spectral lines of same common elements. Look
at the spectra carefully. They and Tables 7-2 and 7-3 contain

Figure 7-2 all the information you need to finish this first exercise.
Spectrum of ISCS-A

Spectrum of ISCS-B

He = helium
H = hydrogen
Ca = calcium

4

..1"

He
Spectral Lines of Selected Common ElementsI

He

I I I
He Ca Ca

slot



Distance from the Lath

Table 7-2

ISCS-A. 50J/00.000.000.000 8,000.000.(100.0410.000,0x) ern

ISCS-B 25.000.000.000.000 nnleN. or 4.000,000,000.000.000 cm

Energy Data

Table 7-3

Sun-Energy Measurer Reading

1SCS-A 19.9° C

ISCS-B 34.6° C

Reading in shade 5.2° C

07-4. In your Record Book, record yOur conclusions about
the two stars. Then give a brief explanation of the way you
reached the conclusions.

Your written discussion should include a comparison of.
the two stars in terms of their power and the tlements they
contain. Try to get other information about the two stars if
you can. you will probably want to review (Thapters 1, 2, and
7 as you do this activity.

78
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MEASURING Your next problem is to determine the shortest distance from

THE DISTANCE the earth to the planet Mercury. You can use a procedure

TO MERCURY similar to that used in Chapter 4 to find the distance to-the

sun. You may assume that the earth and Mercury both move
around. the sun in circular orbits. You know that tbe earth

is approximately 93 million miles from the sun, and that II

maximum sun-eartli-Merculy angle is 280. Tigure 7-3 iHur
trates this. With it and the data given, you should be able

to solve the problem. Make your observations and record
your lindnigs in your Record Book.

{17-5. Record your calculation of the shortest distance from
Mercury to the earth.

Figure 7-3

Earth

MEASURING Every few years the sun, the earth, and Mercury line up

THE SIZE OF perfectly, with Mercury between the sun and the earth. This

MERCURY is shown in Figure 7-4.

46 CHAPTER 7
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Figure 7-0-

Earth,

Nearest
distance

Mercury
Sun

Whet his happens, astronomers can photograph Mercury

as irpasses aCross the face of the sun. This is called a transit.*

Such a transit was observod in 1970, and there will be another

in 1973, in 1986, and in 1993. Figure .7-5 shows Mefcury

crossing the sun. .
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Perhaps you see how this information can be used to de-
termine the diameter of Mercury.

Suppose, during a transit of Mercury, the apparent size
of the, lanet was measured to be AD as wide as the sun that
it was c sing. Find the diameter of Mercury, using the
following ata you have already worked out:
I 1. The distance to the sunfrom Chapter 4

2. The size of the sunfrom Chapter 5
3. The nearest distance from the earth to Mercuryyour

answer to question 7-5

Figure 7-5

07-6. Record the diameter of Mercury in your notebook.

For lack of time and better equipment, you have.not usedqk
to the fullest the measuring 'techniques you've learned. By
looking at spectra, astronomers can determine such things
as the speed of moving'objects, as well as their temperature
and composition. Mathematics can be used to produce many,

many other kinds of.distance measurements.

4
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Most people think of astionomers as constantly looking
through big telescopes. Although the telescope is certainly
important for gathering in fOrmation about stars and planet.s;
it is by no means the astronomer's only tool. In recent years,
new ways of studying the heavens have been used. Not long
ago, for example. it was discovered that some stars and
groups of stars give off radio waves. By studying these waves,
radio astronomers are locating objects that were unknown
only a few yeafs ago.

If you've done your work well, you now realize that plot
of work involves only a pencil, a piece of paper, and, most
importantly, a lot of hard thinking. Of course, a computer
conics in. handy.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 7 in your Record Book.
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Excursions

Do you like to take trips, to try something different. to sec

new things? Excursions can give_ you the chance. In marry
ways they reseMble chapters. But chapter carry the main
story line. Excursions are side trips. They may help You to
go further, they may help you go into different material, or
they may just be of interest to you. And some excursions are
provided to help, you understand difficult ideas.

Whatever way you get there, after you finish an excursion,
you should return to your place in the text material and con:
tinue with your work. These short trips can be interesting
and different.
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Those Strange

6ark Lines

e'S

of

Ex'Lursion 1-1

Y0111; work in Chapter I introduced you to bright-line spectra.
Now perhaps you'd like, to meet the black sheep of the
spettral family. If so, staft right in.

Safety Note: Remember not to look directly athe. sun as you
.cio the activities that follow.

Trr
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ACTIVITY 1. Once again, use the spectroscope to study a
bright spot of sunlight reflected from a piece of white paper.
Look very carefully to try to locate a few dark lines in the
spectrum. Do not took directly at the sun.

/
// /

/

Joseph von Fraunhofer

72
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Ell. In the space provided in your Record Book, sketch any
dark lines yOU observe. (If you don't see any lines after
hibking very' closely, leave the space blank.)

Did you have difficulty seeing the dark lines in the spec-
trum of the sun? Don't feel too had. Not only did some of
the great scientists in the past not sec the lines in the suill's

spectrum, but some who did see the lines disregarded them.
For example, one good scientist thought they were merely
the bound'aries between the various colors.



The dark lines that cross the spectrum of the sun were
first investigated by Fraunhofer in 1814. lie measured hut

couldn't explain the positions of a great many of them. The

lines are now called Fraunholer lines in Fraunhofer's honor,

but their explanation was the product of another great scien-

tist, Kirchhoff.
It was found that these dark lines on the spectrum were

in exactly the same position as the lines in the bright-line

spectra of certain elements. The dark lines are believed to

be csused when light from the sun's surface passes through

the gases in the atmospheres of the sun and the earth. Fig-

ure 1 shows a comparison between the two kinds of lines.

The spectrum of the light from the sun has been photo-

4 graphed, and the positions of the dark lines noted. These

lines have been compared with known spectral lines. In this

way the astronomer has been able to predict what elements

the atmosphere of the sun contains.

44
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Figure 1

You can do a simple experiment that will let you see the

Fraunhofer lines of the element sodium. You will need the

following equipment:

3 pegboard backs
1 nichrome wire, 10 cm long

1 petri dish
1 alcohol burner
1 spectroscope
1 small container of water
1 150-watt bulb in paiNllel-circuit receptacle
1 small pinch oy NaC1

U. 1

:

Fraunhofer lines in
sun's spectrum

Bright lines in
He helium spectrum

Bright tines in
hydrogen spectrum

73



Figure 2

60

12. In the space provided. di aw your ptedicted position of
the dail Imes of the Na spectrum. (Hint: What did you find
for the bright-line spectrum?)

Take your equipment to a place where the bulb can be
plugged in. Figure 2 belt* shows how the bulb, alcohol
lamp. and spectroscope will be arranged after you have
cOmpleted Activity 3. A corner formed with two pegboards
and a third placed on top serves as a shield for the light.

150-watt bulb .

Water

\
150-watt bulb\

Alcohol lamp

NaCI

cm/

'

74

ACTIVITY 2. Plug In the 150-watt bulb. Support the spectro-
scope with books. Adjust the height of the books so that the
spectroscope is pointing straight.at the bright part of the bulb.
The bulb should' be about 60 cm from the closer end- of the

spectroscope.

ACTIVITY 3. Turn off the 150-watt bulb. Place the alcohol
burner close to the end of the spectroscope. Dip the nichrome
wire Into water and then into the NaCi. Then hold° it in the
flame, atfoiding the wick. You should ,see the yellow sodium
lines clearly through the scope. Adjust the height of the burner
It necessary.

7

A

2.
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Water

AINLA4Ip
40'
Nichrome

wire

oral,

Alcohol
lamp

11111111111

isteMio

NaC1

oa.

After you have completed Activity 3, you should he able
to see the bright continuous'spectrum from the bulb when
it is turned on, and the bright yellbw lines from the NaCI
flame when the bulb off, without having to move the
spectroscope. Make the necessary adjustments until you can.

ACTIVITY 4. Twist the end of the nichrome wire so that It will
hold more salt (NaCI) in thejlame. Dip It into water to moisten

It and then into the NaCI.

$

ACTIVITY 5. Turn on tAe light. Light the alcohOl burner. While
you are looking through the spectroscope, have a helper put
the nichrome wire with the NaCI into the flame. Look at the

n* spot wherVhe bright-yellow lines appeared before.

o

,

Nichrome'
wtre

Nichrome wire
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113. In the space provided in your Record Book, describe
what you see.

If the observations are carefully made, and the lamp,
flame, and spectroscope are lined up properly, the dark
Fraunhofei lines should appear where the bright lines were
before. Ihe sodium (Na) vapor in the flame subtracts the
yellow lines from the spectrum of the bulb. Fraunhofer noted
that the measured positions of the dark lines were exactly
the same as the bright lines of many of the elements in a
flame.

[74. How did your findings compare with your prediction
in question 2?
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Energy at Work Excursion 2-1

Whenever possible, scientists usegoperational definitions in
describing things they study. For example:

4 A scientific operational definition for work is

WORK = FORCE x bISTANCE

-to

Answers to Checkup

The correct answers for the
Checkup are 1 c; 2 b, d; 3 b,
c, d; and 4 a, c. Notice that
some questions had more than

one correct answer. if you
miss& any of these, or if you
checked any of the other
choices, do this excursion be-
fore going back to Chapter 2.

According to this definition, Iggy (above) is doing work

ifle does two things,:
1. Applies a force to the box, and
2. moves.jhe box some distance.

* Somehol6Iggy has the abilitty lo do work. This ability can

be thought-7f as' something present in him. 'We'll edll it

efiergy. The scientist, b Mg precise, wants a more accurate

defogon of energy. He saYs, ".Energy can. do work."

ft

4 .

e'

do

77
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The scientist's definition of energy has an interesting result.
There are different kinds of things that can do work. There-
fore. energy must exist in different forms.

For example, electrical devices (1) can do work; therefore,
electricity is one form of einergy.

Heat (2) also can be useli in doing work. It, too, must be
energy.

Light (3) is considered as another form of energy because
it can do work.

Still other forms of energy exist.' Chemical energy is an
example.

You know from your own. experiences that energy can be
transferred from one place to another. Light, for example,
travels to the earth from the sun. A hot objeCt next to a cold
one loses heat to the cold object. Electricity can move from
a power plant to the lamp on your table.

EA Give another example of the transfer of energy.

Remember, too, that energy can be changed fronl one form
to another. For example;

Light can be changed to heat.
Electricity (4) can be changed' to light and heat.
Heat (5) can be changed to light.

02. Can you give an example of heat being changed 'to
electricity? .°

03. Can chethical energy be changed to electrical energy?

04. Give an example or two of how energy.causes a change
in matter.

When these changes in matter occur, and when one form
of energy changes to another, no energy is lost or. destroyed.
Energy may be absorSed, released, changed in form, and
spread around, but it is, always. somewhereit is always
conserved. Scientists refer to this fact as the conservation of
energy.

Return noyv to Chapter 2.-
,
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The Moon's Exc urst on 3-1

Measurements

During the 1968 Chripas holidays, the world was thrilled
by the successful orbiting of the moon by three American
astronauts. Of course, since then, several men have walke4
on the nulia,'s surface. However, the first humans to get close
to the moon's surface,. astronauts Borman, Lovell, and
Anders, were in 'an excelldnt position to measure the size
of the moon.

Eyen though you are a long way from its surface, you too
can measure the diameter of the moon. And you can do it
almost as accurately as could the astronauts. All you need
is a clock and the ability to visualize the motion of the moon
with respect to the earth. Figure 1 will help you do this.

1,500.000.mile5 around
Moon

Figure 1
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flow do you calculate
the distance around
the moon's orbit? See
the last part of this
excursion.

Moon

8 0 E X

9

Air- 0
%, Moon

Figure

Nonce that thi time le in inds o ut of two Important as-
sumptions. Kccif these in mind as you proceed.

I It is asuincd that the moon's orbit is a circle, I,500,000
miles around. The earth is placed at the center of that

2. The earth turns at a constant speed.

.As you may know, astronomers have shown thatthese
assumptions are not completely accurate: They are close
enough, however, to let you make the m'easurements you
need.

On a night when the moon is full and the weather is clear,
watch the moon for a few minutes. If you look carefully long
enough, you will notice that the moon -appears to move in
the sky. If you know your, directions, you may even notice
that it moves from east to west. Look at Figure 2 and do
some thinking.

The apparent motion of the moon is influenced by two
things: (A) the turning of the earth, and (B). the moon's
movement in its orbit.

Astronomers have found that most of what appears to be
the motion of.the moon is due to the turning of the earth.
In fact, it is reasonable to assume that when you view the
moon for only short periods of an hour or so, all the Motion
observed is due entirely to the earth's turning. You. will as-
sume this to be s4 as you make the observation called for
in Activity 1. . 1

Your first problem will be to find out how fast the Moon
appears to move. Since.doing this may take an hour or so,

2 you'd better start your work fairly"earlyin the evening.

ACTIVITY 1. Line up the top of thernoon.with a power line or
telephone wire. With your head resting against some object
to keep your eye steady, time the movement of the moon
acrosS the wire. Record the time in minutes as your answer
to question 1.

Do not move
yoUr head:

.
...

( Moon at A
N....

o)

Moon at B

114
Mk:

Measure the time
for the moon to

-move from A to B.

A
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Hi. How-many minutes did it take the moon to pass across

the wire?

Your answer to question 1 is a very interesting measure-
ment. Figure 3 may help you ti.gure out what it means. The
drawing is based upon the assumption that the earth's motion
makes the moon appear to move.

. N\
iL .?

I p /a

s

4g
Position of wire a

start of timing
t...

1 moon diameter

Position of wire
at and 41 timing

The rotation of the earth moves the wire and ok,server to

a new position with respect to the moon. Since the observer
thinks he is motionless, he naturally -believes the moon has.

moved.
1.1

02. In question 1, yovecorded tJe mindtes it takes- for
the wire to sweep, across one moon diameter. How many
minutes did this sweep take?

411.

03. How many minutes does it take the earth to make one
complete rotatipon?

04. How many moon diameters, would a telephone wire
sweep across in one -full day? (Hint: You know the time
needed to sweep across ong moon diameter. You also know
how many minutes there are in one full day.)

.-

Younow have enough information td calculate the moon's
diameter. Your answer to question 4 tells you how 'many
moon diameters there are in one moon orbit. Figure 4 illus-

trateS this.

Igure 3

Figae 4
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I.

You also know the length in miles of the moon's orbit
(1,500,000). The following relationship allows you to make

the tinal calculation.

Diameter of Length of moon's orbit (in miles)

moon (in miles). Number of meqn diameters in one orbit

DS. What is the diiimeter of the moon?

Special note to students on calculating
the length of the moon's orbit

Are you wondering how the moon's orbit was measured?
In Chapter 3 you learned that the moon is about /40,000
miles frOm the earth (Figure 5).

Figiire 5 11,

Moon

240.000 miles

Earth

You may know that'the distance around any circle (cir-
cumference) ?hay be found by multiplying the distance across
the circle through its center (diameter) by a constant called
97 (pronounced "pie"). The value of Ir. is approximately 21i,

or 3.14. With this in.mind:

Distance around = x distance across
qr x 2 x half the distance across

= 3.14 x 2 x half the distance across
= 6.28 x half the distance across

Iri Figure 5, "half the distance acro-Sg" the circle is the
distance from the earth to the moon. Thus we write:

s

Length of the moon's orbit .

= 6.2-8 x distance from the earth to the tlioon

= .6.28 x 240,000 miles
= 1,500,000 miles

.
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-0- What's Radar?
9

,
LXGLIt oiOn

. 1

What is radar?. The name radar was coined frit the words
RAdio Detection And"Ranging by two United States naval
officers, F. R. Furth and S. M. Tucker. Radar is the process
of.using radio pulps to 'detect the location of an object. In
the process, very short powerful pulses of radio energy a're
transmitted. They bounce off the object anil return to the
sending station a bit weaker.

Ridar technicians measure how long it takes for a pulse
to travel to .an object and back.'The longer it tates nie pulse
to return from an object, the farther away the object must
be. Thus, by measuring time of travel of the pulse, it is
possible to determine the distance a target iOfkom the radar

44,
. \

9
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This is precisely how radai was used to measure the dis-
tance to Venus. Radio pulses travel at 186,000 miles/sec. A
pulse of energy was beamed at Venus. Then the radar opera-
tor waited until his antenna received the reflected signal.
Since the round-trip time was about 280 seconds, the one-way
trip took half this time; that is, the pulse required 140 sec-
onds, or 2i minutes, to travel from Earth to Venus (Figure 1).

21/2 minutes, one way

) () () (). (),

4

Figure 1*

You probably know how to use speed and time measure-
ments to.find the distance traveled.

4

01. How far will a radio pulse travel in 1 minute if it moves
186,000 miles/sec?

0 2. If the pulse takes 2.33 minutes to travel from Venus
,

. to Earth, how far bas the pulse traveled?
. ..J.:.

03. How far is Venus from Earth?
41. .7a

:*)

. To.

(:":31"
V: 1

*1 : e 4.
t.:>...V.::tf)SZ:ferNr:

Using the methods discussed above, radar locates airplanes
and ships, birds and thunderstorms, man-made satellites and
planets. The same principle has also been used to measure
the distance to Mars, Mercury, and of course to otir moon.

So far, scientists have not been able to use rtidar to ac-
curately measure the'distance to the sun. Being' a body coin-
13osed mainly of hot gases, the sun is what scieRtists call a
"soft" target rather than a hard target such as a planet. There-
fore, although radar can give the distance to Venus to ur
as a base line in measuring the distance to the sun, it cannot
accurately give the distance to the sun.
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Angles and Protractors Excursion 4-2

As you open a pair of scissors, the angle (opening) formed
by the blades changes.

Figgre 1

Which angle formed by the blades in Figure J is the

largest?

Whenever two lines meet, an angle is formed. The meeting-
point of the lines is the vertex o( the angle (Figure 2).

Figure 2

When two linesineet to form esquare corner, they form
a right angle (see Figure 3).

,j, . ' . /7" r , rsei `. "7. i +.r":4 t
..;-741,.

`.

2 .

"Figure 3
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rj3. List some examples of right angles formed by objects
in your classroom.

Notice the curved lines used to indicate angles in Figure
4. Such a line can indicate any angle you are interested in.
Right angles\, are usually represented by a square, as in
Figure 3.

I

4.

Circles are measured by dividing them into equal parts
called degrees. These are not the same kind of degrees you
remember from your earlier work with temperature. How-
ever, the,same symbol is used for angle degrees.

Thus a fight angle contains 900 (Figure 5).

Figure $

50

,

. pa. What .portion of a circle is a right angle (90°)?

5. if.a. right angle Contains 900, how many degrees are
in a complete circle?

.4.
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Look at your protractorit it should- be
center point on the vertex B of angle
point on line BC. This is shown in Figur

A Figure 6

11111111111k 180'

A

ositioned with its 180°

BC, and its zero
s 6A and 6B.

Some protractors have two scales. You then use whichever
one is easier in reading the desired angle. In the following
illustrations, protractor with only one scale is shown. Fig-.
urk 7 provides an angle for you to measure for practice.
Acdwities 1 and 2 show you how to do it if you need addi-
tional help.

ACTIVITY 1. Set the protractor on the angle with the-center
point 'on the vertex and the curved part of the protractor
covering -the angle. The 00 mark must touch one side of the
angle. Notice that the protractor forms a curved ilne like the
ones you've seen In the drawings ,so tar.

ACTIVITY 2. Read the number on the scale that the other side
of the angle passes through.

OZ'

01-

I.

'Figure 7

I.
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Measure the angles in Figure 8 to thq?nearest whole degree.
Record/your measurements in Table 1. Have your teacher
check your figures to be sure that you 'understand how to

Figure 8 use the protractor.

s

.
Table 1

Figure Angle (°)

A

a

C

Now that you have measured .some angles, try to draw
some angles of certain sizes. Activity 3 shows you how. ,

ACTIVITy 3. A. Draw a line. B. Place protractor with center
on one end of the line. C. Mark a point by the desired angle.
D. Connect this point with the line's endpoint.

V

. --.4

0
1.

t

B.
0

t

^

1

k

i

_ t

120* I

i

,

t

88 EXCURSION.4-2

S.

06. In the space provided i your Record Book, draw .the:
following angles: 72 °; 30°, 1 5°.. . .

Have your teacher check your drawings. When he ap.- '
proves, you are ready to return to your wOrk in Chapter 4.

TS-.4. ' 4 tx. r:
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Scale Drawings Excursion 4-3

. If you know the scale used in,a drawing, you can determine

the actual size of the object drawn. Look at Figure I. It is a

simple plan for a new building.

01. What scale did the Ahitect use?

02. How many centimeters wide is the storage area as

shown in the drawing?

03. When the warehouse is actually built, how Wide will

the stosage area be?

lilans For Acme Warehouse
Scale: 1 cm = 10 m

Storage area

Parking area

Answers to Checkup

1. 16 feet (Consider 15 or 17

- to be close enough.)
2. 14 feet (Consider 13 or 15

to be close enough.)
tf you milked either of these
questions, do this excursion
before returning to Chapter 4.

Figure 1

89
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to EXCURSION 4-3

ii?;1 : 4.4"'
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Your answer to -question .2 should be 4 cm..The answer
to 3 should be 40 m. (This results from multiplying 4 x 10.,

. .

Remember that 1 cm on the.drawing represents 10 m in the
finished bililding.)

04: Use the information in Figure 2 to answer these gum.,
tions: ,

----- ^

San Francisco

AIL

01Chicago
vit

New Orleans

Scale: 1 cm = 300 miles

I

- What is the actualdistance
A. from Boston to Chicago?
B. 'from Chicago to San.Francisco?
C. from Chicago to New Orleans?.

Boston

If your answers to question 4 were A. 840 miles, B. 1,800
miles, and C. 840 mi,les, you are ready to continue with-
Chapter 4. If-you missed any of the parts to question 4,
consult with your teaches before soing ahead.

'4 71. frt'4.11$.?-,a - . r
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Practice in Using Exairsion 4-4

Scale Drawings

How can you find the distances from Earth to the sun and

Venus to 'the sun by using a scale draWing? The sketch in

Figure 1 is a scale drawing. Measure the distances shown

on the drawing: VS, ES, and EV. Try it.

I.

Vanua

EV

*NO ES
.10

Figure 1 .

Compare your restilts with the figures in Table 1. Remea-

sure any distances that do not agree with,the numbers in the

. table.

.

_

Scale Drawing
(Distance in mm)

Actual Distance
(in miles)

Venus to Sun (VS) 43
?.,

Earth to Sun.(ES) 60 ? .

.

Earth to Venus (EV)
.

17. .

26,000,060

".494

Table 1

Earth

frt.

01,
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H1. From Table 1 you see that b mm on the dra'wing
repreNent 26,000,000 actual miles. How many actual miles
would be rerWesented by 1 mm? Of course, as. many miles,
or 1. mm on the drawing, represents x 26,000,000 actual
miles = 'how many miles?

ElI 2. Flow many actual miles would be represented by 2 mm
on the drawing?

Ai Now figure out the Venus-sun distance for Table 1. How
many actual miles are represented by 43 mm? 43 trim in the
drawing represent x 26,000,000 actual miles -..,..- how many
miles?

04. Using the same method, you can find the Earth-sun
distance. The Earth-sun distance on your drawing is 60 mm.
How.many actual miles are represented. by 60 mm?

You shoult have gotten about 66,000,000 actual miles as
an answer for question 3. About 92,000,000 actual miles
should be your answer for 4. Record these results in Table
1 in your Record Book. Now return to Chapter 4 and corn-.

plete Table 4-2. If you continue to have difficulty, contult
your teacher.

OP-
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\ A Dutch eyeglass m#ker, Hans Lippershey, discovered the

prindple .of the telescope. He found that an eyeglass lens

can focus light coming from a distant object. As light passes

through the lens, the light rays are brought closer -together.

They eventually cross and can form an image on A Pat sur-

face. The crossing of the light rays produces an upside-dOwn

image of the object: Figure 1 allustrates this.
4101, .011,

Focused
Lens

image / .

/, Lippershey found that such a lens could be placed in one

end of a cylinder. A smaller 1et4, placed at the other end,

c9uld be used to magnify the image. (See Figure 2.) Figure 2

Distant
object

Object lens
41111,,

4. 44,
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Lippershev.pro,bably didn't think of using his telescope to
look at the stars or moon. But others who heard of the pew
gadget did. Soon instruments were being made just for that
purpose. One person who made his own telescope and used
it for sky gazing was the scientist Galileo. Perhaps you've
heard of him. lie's the anie fellow who tested the idea S4at
obteos with different masses fall at the same rate.

People who use telescopes don't just wani to see distant
objects. They want tb see as much detail as possible. To
'understand how this is achieved, you needto know a bit more
about .the lenses iii thetelescope.

I
The-distance .from the-object lens .ro- its focus is,called .

focal length of the object lens. Likewise, the 4tance from
the eyepiece lens to its focus is.thefocal length of the eyepiece.

The power or mdgnification -of a telescope is calculated -
by using the following equatipn.

Focal length of object lens
Power

Focal\length of eyepiece
6

Ell,. Suppose a telescope has an &object lenswith 30-cm focal
length and an eyepiece lens with 5:cm focal length. Deter-
mine the. wer of the telescope.

The greater the focal.length of the object lens as compared,
with the focal length of thc eyepiece, the greater, the mag-..

ir
ification. However, 'when you magnify size, yoit also mag-

i!'
m y motion. So the greater power the telescope has, the
steadier you mist hold it. Even the slightest motion may
make the image seem to'float, bobbing up ald down and
sideways Jike a cork on a windswept pond. '

[1] 2. Why must giant telescopes at observ-atories rest onomas,
sive concrete foundation's?

'Perhaps you'd like to construct an thstrnment similar to
the one Galileo made, and use it as he observe the
surface of t,he moon, its craters, flat plains' (called seas), and .

maintains. If So, you will nelicl the following equipment:

I. cardboard tube, 40 cm long, with insik tube and end
- Caps

object lens, 34 m in diameter
94 EXCLid.5,'.: 1 eyeiliece'lens;25 mm in diameter.
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1 cardboatd, 15 cm square, wi4h white surface
Meterstick..
Masking .tape,

In order to know the poier that your telescope will have,
you need to find the focak lengths of the two lenses. Be careful

in handling them. Do ,iikt drop them, as they break easily.
When you areready,;to start, go.to the darkest part of the
room and prop theAardboard flat against the wall.

- ACTIVITY 1. Holithe object lens (the larger lens) by the edge,

in front of the iardboard. Move th.e.iens toward tr away from
of_a_distant object appears

..oxi the cardboard. The distance from the lens isiTifeClidbdiiird
, will then be Its focal length. Use the meterstick to measure

this diStance.

la

I

Cardboard
on wan

Faint Image.
011k,

to

at.

Mete

Foc leng

ratiolt

al th

Ohio
C:13. What is thi focal length,. in cm of the Object lens?4.,

`.

)

.4

..

''

air

Repeat Actilty 1, with the. eyepiece lens. \This tiM.e the
focal 'length should -be much shorter. . , ,

, i .--
. , .

04.1V.hat is the focalliength of the 'eyepiece lens, in cm?
. ..-

... ,05. tising the 'eqd'ation given earlier, calculNe the power
.

.of yotir Wei-cope. ' ' - .

"Now continue with the tekstOpe construction;

Z

46.
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ACTIVITY 2. Remove the two caps from the ends of the sliding
tubes. If the pinhole disk or the acetate grid disk is still In
either of the caps, remove it and return it to your teacher.

ACTIVITY 3. Slide thelarger lens into the large cap and the
smaller.lens Into the small cap. Be careful not to get finger-
prints,or dirt on either lens.

ACTIVITY 4. Replace the caps on the tubes. Secure them with
smaH pieces of tape.

Take your telescope to the *indow. Rest iton.the ledge
or against ihe window and point it toward a distant object
other than the sun. Hold the eyepiece close to your e5re. Slide
the outer tube out or in until you can see a sharp image.

96 EXCURSIC*1.-1 Safety Note
, .
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08. Describe anything different about the image that you

obierve-(different (rOm what you would see with the Qaked

eye).

Beside/magnifying, your telescope did sdmething else that

was unusual. You should have described it above. This is

a common trait of astronomical telescopes. I--Jowever, it is

not bothersome.

07. Why is the unusual trait not bothersome to astrono7'

mers?

Your telescope will give maximum magnification when the

distance between the lenses is about equal to the sum of their

focal-lengths.

08. How far apart should the lenses lit in your telescope

to give it the maximhm magnification?

'ACTIVITY 5. Sight a far object to-adjusi your telescope for

maximum magnification. Then measure along the outside of

the case to. get the _approximate ,distance between the two

lenses.

Any difference between what you measured in-Activity 5

and what you predicted in question 8 will be due in part

to individual eye differences (assuming that you ahswered

question 8 correctly).
Incidentally, if you were to buy a telescope, field, glasses,

or binoculars, you might see two numbers listed in the del

scriptive literature. You .might, for exaMple, see,"8 x 30"

-(fead "eight by thirty"). The first number is the powerin

this case, a magnification_of 8' times-. The setond number

r
-
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gives the diameter of the object lens in millimeters--p this
case 30 mm. The latter figure is important. It tells you the
light-gathering ability of the instrument. The higher this
number is,.the more light it allows to enter the instrument.
Instruments with greater light-gathering ability work better
at night.

,-

[19. dive the descriptive numbers for the power and light-
gathering ability of your telescope.

Now that you have made a telescope, ask your leacher
if ru may use jt at night to observe the moon. You should
le able to identify some of the moon's features,

.98 EXCURSION 5-1
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The Night That Excursion
People Lost 10 Days

You've probably heard chè story of Rip Van Winkle, who

slept for 20 years, but have you heard about the night the

people of Rome, Italy, actually slept away 10 days? It seems

incredible, but in. 1582 everybody in Rom: went to bed on

Oetober 4 and woke up on, October 15. Even more re-
markabk is the fact that the next day., October 15 in Rome,

was only October 5 in London, England! How this amazing

turn of events came about is the subiect of this excursion.
The story goes back a loqg wayto a time well before

the birth of Christ. In those early I:lays, people found it hard

to predict and describe, when important events Were going

to happen. They used events such as the arrival of certain

kinds of birds or changes in temperature to measure the time

-of the year. Pf course, these methods were not coinpletely

satigfactory. Bird arrivals and temperature changes don't

happen at exactly the same tune each year.-.

.1
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To solve the problem of knowing the time of the year,
people had to develop a calendar -a system of timekeeping
based on some regularly ociurring event. They fpnnd that
at least three such events could be used.,-,

1. The tithe from one full moon to the next
2. The time from one sunrise to the next
T3. The time from' one spring to the next (Astronomers

'determined the first day of spring by observing the exact
time the sun passed a particular point in th.e ,,sky on

- its north-south journey.)

,,-

:77\
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EARLY CALENDARS

A 1.? ' Pi
-

CI)

The Sumerians lived more than 4,000 years ago in what is
now Iraq. They were probably the first people to nuke a
calendar. They used the phases of the moon to determine
how long a month was (about 30- days). In the Sumerian
calendar, twelve lunar monthk(360 days) made a year.

01. How many dayi shorter than our year was the Sumerian
year?

The Sumerians tried to make up the difference between
their year and the amount of time that passed between
springs by adding an extra month about every fourth year.

D2. About how often should the Sumerians have added a
100 30-day month to get a year as big as ours?

,
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As you can probably see, there were probleins with this

calendar. The .SumeriaiIs were never able to adjust their
calendar so that the seasons arrived in exactly the same
month each year. Although the Greeks, the 1Iebrews. and the
Egyptians made iMprovements in the Sumerian calendar, the
problem continued.

The calendar of the early Romans was also based on the
phases of the moon. The Roman year was 355 days long.
The months that corresrionded to our March, May, July, and4

October were 31 days long. February had 28 days, and each
of the other seven months had 29 days. The Romans,. like
'the Sumerians, added an extra month eVery fourth year.

The word calendar comes from the Latin word kalendae
the first of the Roman month. This was, the day that accounts
were entered in an account book (kalendaciunt) and paid. You

can see that the custom of paying bills on the first of the
month goes back a long way.

The Roman high priest kept track of the calendar. On each
calends, or day of the new moon, the priest announced.the
phases of the moon for that month. The first quarter phase
was called the nones. The full moon was the ides.

lirTa er: A 4
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03. You may have, heard the famous quote from Shake-
speare's Julius Caesar: "Beware the ides of March." What is
meant by the ,ides of MarN?

It
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tJULIUS CAESAR'S
CALENIZAR

By 46 B.C., the Roman Emperor Julius Caesar had become
quite unhappy with the Roman. calendar. BecatIse the high
priests had done a poor job of keeping track of the calendar,
the sutrimei months, were now coming in the spring. To solve
the problem, Caesar introduced what became known as the
Julian calendar.

The Julian calendar was devised by the Egyptian astrono-
mer Sosigenes. lt had a 365-day year (10 days longer than
the Roman calendar). The extra 10 days tverg added to the
months with 29 stlayS, making them identicaLwith t4 months
on today's calendar. .

The unique featurei, of the Julian calendar was the eitra
day added to 'every fourth (or leap) year. This produced the
same result that adding a quarter of a day to each year would
produce. In effect, thiA meant that the Julian year was 365i
days long. This is almost, but not exactly, as long as the earth
takes to make a coMplete turn around the sun. Because the
Julian year was only a few minutes per year longer than the
earth year, the change of seasons occurred on almost -the
same date every year.

We would probably be using the Julian calendar today' if
it were, not for something thal happened A.D. 325. That year
there was an important meeting of church officials in islicaea
(in what is rim Turl(ey). At the Council Of Nicaeai-the bish-
ops deCided that Easter would be celebrated on the first
Sunday after the first full moon -that occurs on or after the
first day of spring. A.D. 325 the first day of spring occurred
on March 21; this meant that Easter could not occur before
March 22 or after April 25.

04. See if you can explain why Easter wOuld have to occur
102 EXCURSLON -6-1 . within these.dates in order to meet the council requirement&
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Over' the years the few minutes' difference between the
time it takes the earth to go around the sun and the 365i
days in the Julian calendar began to add u . In fact, by the
year 1562 it added up to 10 fip days. Pfi year the first
day of spring came on March 11 instead or March 21! This
*meant that Eastef would be celebratell, at a time before
March 22. This violated the rules of the hurch.

, Pope Gregory decided to find some way to change the
--calendar-icy-make -sufe- that Easter would be celebrated at
the proper time: This Zecision led to the 10-day sleep men- X

tioned at-the beginning.of this eicursion. The pope decreed
that the day following Ocpber 4, 1582, would be October
15. He also directed that, in the future, leap year-would be
omitted about once every 128 years. (This made the calendtr
year almost exactly the same length as the earth year.) The
dropping of the specified leap years was designed to keep
the first day of spring on the same date so thas Easter would
always be.oelebrated at the proper time. -

The new calendar proclaimed by Pope Giegory became THE GREGORIAN ..

known as the Gregorian cWendar. The .Gregorian calendar CALENDAR

set January 1 as the beginning of the year."Until then, the
year had begun in some countries on December 25, in others
on January 1, and in still others op March 25.

,
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The Gregorian calendark was _adopted immediately by
countries with large Catholic pOpulations. Protestant coun-
tries, and some countries in the Middle -East, continued to
use the Julian calendar. For example, the, new calendar was
not adopted in England until 1752. By this time, the English'
had to drop 11 days. not 10. Many Englishmen resented the
change and held projest marches, crying "Give us back our
11 days." Most Midble Eastern countries didn't adopt the
Gregorian-ealendar-until 1923. These countries had,to drop
13 days. The Chinese adopted the new calendar in 1,12.

05. Can you explain why it was October 15 in RoMe and
only October 5 in London following Pope Gregory's decree?.

' The argument over which calendar to use has caused all
sorts of trouble fOr people who study history. Historical dates
depend upon what book you read. For example, George
Washington was born either on February 22, 1712, or on
February 11, 1731. The difference depends.upon whether or
not the writer dropped the 11 days and whether he con-
sidered, the year as starting.on January 1 or on March 1. In
fact, some boOks list Washington's. birthday as February H,
173i.

The Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, Massachusetts, on De-
cember 11, 1620. According to Governor William Bradford,
they began building their first house on December 25, 1620.

By the Gregorian calendar, however, this was January '4,

1621. .

Changing the calendar has caused legal problems, too.
Soule landowners in England tried to collect rent on Iheir
property for the 1 f days that were dropped from thesalendar
during 1752. The British Parliament had to pass a special
act declaring that salaries, rents, and interest would not be
collectable for the 11 loit days.

104 EXCURSION 6-1 1 7
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Matching Wits Excursion 6-2
-With Galileo

According to the theory of Ptolemy, an ancient Greek as-
tronomer, the earth is- at the center of the solar system. In

other words; the planets and the 'sun Move around the earth

(see Figure I Ptolemy's theory \holds that Venus is closer

to the earth than is the sun. Further, the. theory holds that

as Yenus travels around the earth, it also "moves in another

circular path. Figure 1 shows this as a motion around point D.

Ptolemy also believed ,Venus and the sun, mOve in such

a way that at any. time .a straight line can be drawn joining

the earth, the sun, and pole-
Figure 1
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Copernicus believed .the sun is at the center of the solar
system. 1-le believed Venus and the earth (and the other
planets a well) move ardund the sun (see Figure 2).

Figure '2

Galileo tried to decide which of the two theories was
correct. With a telescope that he made, he observed Venus
for two years. He observed some interesting changes in the
appearance of the planet. What he saw_ is shown in Figure
3. He found that the shape of-Venus changed, very much
as the shape of our moon seems to change. Galileo realized
that he hy1 all the information he needed to decide defmitely
whethe tolemy or Copernicus was right. You have all the
inforn1tion that you need, too. Match wits with Galileo. On
the basis of the telescope evidence and Figures 1 and 2, tell
which theory and .why.

Which theory do you support?

O2. What are- your reasons for supporting the theory?

ett



Suppose a house stands on a hill beside a river. nit house

catches ort fire. Naturally, the owner would like to,get water Figure 1
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from the river and put out the 'fire. If he had no help, he

could try to run back and ,forth with one or two buckets,

carrying water to throw on the fire. But if the fire had much

of 4.head start, he would lose his house.

If the owner had enough neighbors with buckets, they

could form a double line, handing full buckets up and empty

buckets down. Certainly more water could be carried to the

house each minute this way. The chance ofsaving the. house

would be a great deal better.
Figure 2
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If a fire trtkk with a powerful pump and a tong hose came
. along, it would he even better. More water per minute could

. be transferred from the river to the house.

What is the point of theistory? fust this. Almost always,
the- time,. it _takes .to do a given amount of work is quite
.impor*:"Qivgn a- long enough time, the owner by himself
copld Ove 'Carried tany amount of water from the river to
the.:hoiase. Butoafter the house has burned down, the water
does no good.

In the language of science, the rate at which work can be
dohe: or the:rpte at whit.h.energy can be transferre4 is almost

, always very important. The real difference between a man
with a bucket;and a fire truck with a pump is the rate .at
which each-can do work.

Science has given a name to the rate of doing Work, or
Alle.irate of energy transfer, tfie name is power.

The power of the sun is the amOunt Of energy per second
it sends but into space. This power can be measured in units
called watts. If you had Level 1 of ISCS, you may recall the

, definition of a watt.

..
Remember, calculating the wattage a the sun means

culating the energy it 'produces per secey.



In Chapter 7 you 'set -out to measure the wattage of the sun:
One way ta...do this is to use the proces shown in Table 7-1. i-

v All that table calls for is doublirig tge distance and multi- WHAT'S WATTS?
plying the wattage by four until the distance reaches
15,000,000,000,099 cm. But this is a rather slow process!

,

4
-This problem could be solved ihore easily by using another

approaeh. The key to the solution can be fopnd in the rela
tionship between the number/ in Table I. These data show
how the power of a light source must be increased to give
the same amount of light as its distance from, the object
increases.

Table 1

.10 cm
20 cm
40 cm
80 cm
93 million miles



Table 2

Take a close look at the next table of data. It points out
some ijnportant facts about the distance-power relationship.

4.

Distance
to Source

Amount of N

Increase
in Distance

.

Power of
Source (watts)

Amount Power Source Must
-Increase to Give Same

Light as a 50-watt Bulb at 50 cm

10 cm

20 cm

40
.

80 cm

93 mil. miles

'

--------....4......

A. it
2 times

_.4, I

4 les

.

-1-A

-

8 tires

? tin?

.
50

200
.

. 801:1

3200

9
..

A.
4 times

4'

.

r
16 times 1

1 64 times I
. ? times

.
..

.

44.

4

When the original distance of 10 cm is doubled, the watt-
age of the .source must be made four times greater- (200
watts = 4 x 50 watts). When the original distance is in-
creased four times, the wattage must be made, sixteen times
greater (800 watts = 16 x 5) *WU). 4.
01. According to Table 2, how many times greatg, must the
watiage be if the original digance is increased eighot *times?

Note the relationship between the times increase in thc
distance and the times increase in wattage.

Table 3

'Distance
Increase

Wattage
Increase

2 times
4 tiMes
8 times

d times
16 times
64 thnes

The relatiOnship beiween inCrease in distance and increase
in wattage is calledra "squated relationship." A number
Multiplied by itself is said to be "squared." The square of

110 EXCURSION 7-2 2 is 2 x 2, or 4.
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02. *hat is the square of 4?

03. What is the square of 8?

Now how can all this be .used to determine the power of
the sun? You can calculate the number of times 10 cm must
be increased to become 15,000,000,000,000 cm (the distance

to the sun).

04. How many times will 10 cm go into 15,000,060,000,000

cm?

Now square your answer to question 4. Then multiply 50
l watts by that /lumber.. The result will be the, sun's power

as calculated for the data given in Table 1.
HOwevei, the 10.-cm distance measure in Table 1 was used

to illustrate the method oCcalcu ating the iun's power. In
Chapter you', actually' compar d the sun's effect with a

.50-watt bulb. In question 2-18 o -Chapter 2, you recordtd
a Astaiice measure. This was the distance a 50-watt bulb had

to be from your pyrheliometals to give the same temperature
change effect as the sun.

, . .

1

15,(100,000,000,000 cm

sl

05. Nbw.use that distance measure to calculate the power
of ,the suh.

.1
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